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STATEMENTS

1. Raindrop splash anisotropy is a factor affecting splash erosion.
Slope, wind and overland flow velocity are the factors contributing to
that anisotropy.

This thesis,

Section 7.4.

2. At the hillslope scale, wind action should be considered in the
modelling of overland flow.

This thesis.

Sections 7.1 to 7.3.

3.The morphological factors affecting overland flow on slopes are: slope
gradient, slope length, slope shape, and slope exposure to prevailing
rain-bringingwinds.

This thesis,

Chapter 6.

4. The processes of overland flow and infiltration occur simultaneously
in nature during and after the occurrence of rainfall. What is required
inoverland flowmodelling isa combined study of these twoprocesses.

R.E. Smith and D.A. Woolhiser, Water Resources Research 7 (1971):
899-913.
This thesis, Chapter 5.
5. Depression storage as a result of tillage is of considerable importance inthe assessment ofwater erosion.

This thesis,

Chapter h.

6.Kinematic wave solutions of the overland flow process have been shown
to give very accurate results for most hydrologically relevant
situations.

D.A. Woolhiser and J.A. Liggett, Water Resources Research 3
(1967): 753-771.
This thesis. Chapter 2, 4, 5 and 7.
1. In contrast with the classical approaches in studies on overland
flow, physically-based models are presently being used to model the
overland flow process. However, the application of these models to field
situations often fails due to specific processes or conditions generally
not taken intoaccount.

8. Wind effects on overland flow should be taken into consideration in
the design of roads andhighwayswith respect toaquaplane phenomenon.

9.Widespread agreement exists thatwater erosionhas severely impaired
land productivity inmanypartsof theworld.Yet,reliabledataonthe
amount of human-induced erosion and its impact on permanent soil
productivity is nearly nonexistent. There is a need for standardizing
metodologies to increase reliability and accuracy of data on soil
erosion.
10. Nomographshavenotlost theirusefulness inthecomputerage.Asa
consequence nomography should still be included in the curriculum of
practicalcoursessuchastheagriculturalandcivilengineering.
11. Better scientific andtechnological cooperationbetweenuniversities
and industry could be achieved by a regular interchange of scientific
staff. Further, particular demands for specific profiles of engineers
should be contemplated whendefining orreviewing thecurricula ofboth
technicalanduniversitycourses.
12. Indiscriminate budget cuts at universities may result in a rapid
decline ofresearchpotential andqualityofthosedepartments thatare
mainlyrelyingonthepublicsector.
13. Begin at the beginning, and go on till you come to the end;then
stop.
Lewis Carroll,

Alice's

Adventure

in Wonderland

(1865).

J.L.M.P.deLima
Overlandflowunderrainfall:
someaspectsrelatedtomodellingandconditioningfactors.
Wageningen, 8 t hDecember1989

ABSTRACT

Lima, J.L.M.P. de, 1989. Overland flow under rainfall: some aspects
related to modelling and conditioning factors. Doctoral thesis,
Agricultural University Wageningen, Wageningen, The Netherlands,
(XII) + 160 p., 60 Figures, 8 Photographs and 2 Tables (Summary and
Conclusions inEnglish, Portuguese and Dutch).

This study concerns the theory and some practical aspects of
overland flowunder rainfall. Of the conditioning factors and processes
which govern the generation of overland flow, the following were
studied: depression storage, infiltration,morphology and wind. Special
attention was paid to wind-driven rain and its effect on raindrops,
raindrop splash andwind induced shear stress on thewater-air boundary
inrelation tooverland flow.
The study was carried out by means of laboratory experiments and
mathematical modelling, both numerical and analytical. The laboratory
experiments included the use of two rainfall simulators and a wind
tunnel. Impermeable surfaces (concrete, plastic, plywood and Perspex)
and pervious surfaces (loess from Limburg, the Netherlands, and a clay
loam from Alentejo, Portugal)were used.A photographic set-upwas also
used for the assessment of the factors affecting raindrop splash
anisotropy.
In the modelling of the overland flow process, the kinematic wave
approach (along with linear and nonlinear assumptions) was used, both
for the numerical and analytical solutions. Two numerical models were
developed: model KININF for overland flow on an infiltrating surface,
and model WROF for overland flow under wind-driven rain. An analytical
solution was derived for the rising limb of overland flow over
infiltrating surfaces of parabolic shape.Theupper boundary conditions
used on overland flow studies were also discussed, both with and
without wind effects.

Free descriptors: Overland flow; sheet flow: hillslope hydrology;
kinematic-wave; finite difference schemes; water erosion; sheet
erosion; splash erosion; depression storage; infiltration; rainfall
simulation; soil flume;wind action.
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INTRODUCTION

Among the planets, Earth is characterized by an abundance of
liquid water. The hydrologie cycle is a major force in reshaping the
surface of the Earth. Within this cycle, overland flow is defined as
themovement ofwater over the land surfacebefore itconcentrates into
recognizable channels. Overland flow is a key process within the
hydrologie cycle and a subject of great importance for people and
their environment. Practical applications are found in the design of
hydraulic structures, in irrigation, drainage, flood control, erosion
and sediment control, waste water treatment, environment and wildlife
protection, to mention only some of the most important fields of
interest.
The physical system investigated is schematically illustrated in
Fig.l.

interception
storage

rainfall
évapotranspiration
wind

overland
flow

Fig. 1The physical system under investigation.

Not all rain reaching the surface is removed by overland flow
because part of it is involved in other processes such as infiltration
into the soil, interception by vegetation, accumulation of water in
depression storage and évapotranspiration. As a consequence of these
losses, rainfall often causes no direct surface runoff. Overland flow
canbe significant in caseswhere the rainfall isheavy, the vegetation
sparse, and a major fraction of the surface is relatively impermeable
ornearly saturated withwater.
Although many relevant topics like water quality, sediment transport, rainfall-runoff processes in large drainage basins, losses of
water through transpiration and evaporation of both intercepted and
soilwater,etc.are closely related to the overland flow process,they
are excluded fromdiscussionhere.
The research described in this thesis was mostly phénoménologie.
Overland flowunder rainfall was studied from a physical point ofview.
The primary motivation was therefore the study of the physical
phenomena and their interrelations.A practical approach was adopted by
illustrating the theory with examples and laboratory results.
The subject matter of this thesis isdivided into three parts.The
first part presents general concepts perceived to be background
information for theunderstanding of Parts IIand III.Overland flow is
defined in Section 1.1 and the conditioning factors are reported in
Section 1.2. Overland flow in relation to (agro)hydrology, water
erosion, water quality, wastewater treatment, and surface irrigation
and drainage are dealt with in Sections 1.3 to 1.7, respectively.
Part II deals with the mathematical modelling of overland flow
under rainfall. Using the kinematic wave theory an analytical solution
for the rising limb of overland flow over infiltrating surfaces, with
longitudinal section of parabolic shape (concave and convex surfaces),
is presented in Section 2.4. Chapter 3 discusses the upper boundary
conditions for overland flowunder rainfall.
Part III concentrates on some aspects related to conditioning
factors, namely depression storage, infiltration, morphology and
wind. A method of predicting a spatial average value for depression
storage of tilled surfaces is proposed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 a
combined study of infiltration and overland flow is undertaken. A
detailed analysis of the different morphological factors affecting
overland flowunder rainfall on slopes ispresented inChapter 6.
Wind effects are generally not considered in overland flow and
rainfall erosion studies. Chapter 7 is devoted to the overland flow
process under wind-driven rain. In Sections 7.1 and 7.2, the effects of
inclined rainfall and the wind induced shear-stress on overland flow
have been investigated in an experimental study. These processes have
been simulated in a wind tunnel with a variable slope. In Section 7.3
the effect of oblique rain on inclined surfaces is studied and a
nomograph is presented for the rain-gauge correction factor. Finally,
Section 7.4 emphasises the importance of raindrop splash anisotropy as
a factor affecting splash erosion.
In this work the numbering of figures is done by Sections. The
symbolsused aredefined throughout the text (see also "Notation").

1.OVERLAND FLOW

1.1 WHAT ISOVERLAND FLOW?

1.1.1 Introduction

Many conflicting opinions and numerous terminologies have been
proposed regarding overland flow processes. A simple but precise
definition could be: the flow of water over the land surface before
becoming channelized. Horton (1933)described overland flow asfollows:
"Neglecting interception by vegetation, surface runoff is that part of
the rainfall that isnot absorbed by the soil by infiltration".Horton
considered overland flow to take the form of a sheet flow. Combined
with overland flow there is depression storage in surface hollows, and
surface detention storage proportional to the depth of the overland
flow itself.
Figure 1 is an attempt to give a hydrologie classification of the
terms concerned. This scheme is solely based on the actual form of
water flow over the surface. Overland flow may be divided into the
relatively frequent, low magnitude sheet flow, and the less frequent
sheet flood ofhigher magnitude (Hogg, 1982).
Nearly all surface runoff starts as overland flow in the upper
reaches of a catchment, and travels at least a short distance before
it reaches a rill or a channel (Emmett, 1970). On natural surfaces
overland flow may occur with a great variety of flow depths within a
small area. It is both unsteady and spatially varied. Under certain
conditions the flow may become unstable and may give rise to the
formation of roll waves. In that case, the assumptions behind the
analytical or numerical models used should be carefully examined. The
actions of raindrop impact and wind on the sheet of flowing water
further complicate the overland flow problem. On vegetated surfaces
these influences are less, but the hydraulic resistance of plants and
plant debris should be taken intoaccount.
The hydraulic characteristics of overland flow are basically
described by itsReynolds and Froude numbers.The Reynolds number is an

index of the turbulence of the flow. However, Reynolds number does not
fully describe the degree of turbulence of overland flow which isalso
influenced by raindrop impact and topographic irregularities (i.e.,
obstacles such as grass stems, pebbles and crop ridges) inducing flow
disturbances. The Froude number differentiates a subcritical from a
supercritical flow (Chow, 1959).
RUNOFF

SURFACE FLOW

SUBSURFACE FLOW

OVERLAND FLOW

I

SHEET FLOW

\
LAMINAR
FLOW

1

1
TURBULENT
FLOW

frequency

RILL FLOW

STREAM FLOW

mainly
TURBULENT
FLOW

TURBULENT
FLOW

mamlv

SHEET FLOOD

TURBULENT
FLOW

magnit-ude

Fig. 1Hydrologie classification of the overland flow process (modified
from Hogg, 1982)

1.1.2 Types of overland flow

Four major types of overland flow can be distinguished, as shown
inFig.2:
(1)Hortonian overland flow occurswhen rainfall intensity exceeds
the infiltration rate (Dunne and Leopold, 1978). Usually this happens
only in that part of a catchment where the initial soil moisture
content is high or the surface is relatively impermeable. Thus it is
applicable for impervious surfaces in urban areas, and for natural
surfaceswithlow infiltration capacity.
(2)Delayed Hortonian overland flow occurswhen rainfall intensity
exceeds the infiltration rate only after some delay, during which
changes in the soil occur under the influence of wetting or raindrop

impact. This is typical for swelling clays,where infiltration is very
high in dry conditions (existence of cracks) but very low in wet
conditions. It also occurs in soils which are liable to form crusts
(Bergsma, 1983).
(3)Topsoil saturation overland flow takes place on soils where a
relatively permeable topsoil layer overlies less permeable material.
This isthe case ofploughpans,shallow profiles over bedrock, sand and
gravel overlying layers of compact structure, etc (Bergsma, 1983). When
the topography is suitable, there may even be a return flow from the
soil to the surface, thus creating or increasing overland flow.
(4) Saturation overland flow (Kirkby and Chorley, 1967;Dunne and
Black, 1970) is produced when the storage capacity of the soil is
completely filled, so that all subsequent additions of water at the
surface, irrespective of their rate of application, are forced to flow
over the surface (Kirkby, 1988). This frequently occurs when soils
become saturated at the surface,from below,by risingwatertables.
The knowledge of these four types of overland flow mechanisms is
an important step in understanding runoff response from hillslopes and
drainage basins. The incorporation of these concepts into forecasting
models is still in progress (Kirkby, 1988). Of these mechanisms, the
Hortonian mechanism has been most widely used. All these different
types of overland flow can occur concurrently and merge into one
another inagivendrainage basin (Singh, 1988).
From a hydraulic point of view, overland flow may be either
laminar, turbulent or transitional. Most researchers agree that all
three forms are encountered. Generally, flow changes from laminar to
turbulent and back to laminar through the rise and recession of a
hydrograph. Many researchers feel that the raindrop impact increases
the hydraulic roughness and results in flow being turbulent at lower
Reynolds numbers (YoonandWenzel, 1971).

1.2 CONDITIONING FACTORS

The generation of overland flow reflects the influence of relief,
geology, climate, soil type, land use and the application of control
measures. It isgreatly influenced by bothnatural and human activities
(e.g. morphological factors like shape, length, steepness and exposure
of slopes, type of drainage basins,and others like rainfall frequency
and intensity, resistance to soil erosion, structure of agricultural
lands, soil cover ofnatural vegetation and tilled crops,wind,etc).
During the process of overland flow generation under rainfall the
major factors to consider are: a) surface storage (interception and
depression), b) surface sealing, c) infiltration, d) depth of less
permeable layers, e) antecedent soil moisture conditions, and f)
lateral moisture supply (return flow). Return flow occurs when

subsurface water is constrained to flow out of the soil, overland, in
areas of topographic concavity, or where soil thickness and/or
permeability are decreasing downslope.
Fig. 3 summarizes the main inputs, conditioning phenomena and
hazards that should be kept in mind when studying the overland flow
phenomena. Some of the conditioning factors mentioned here will be
dealt with in detail in Part II and III of this thesis, namely
depression storage (Chapter 4 ) ,infiltration (Chapter 5 ) ,morphological
factors (Chapter 6 ) ,andwind (Chapter7 ) .

RAINFALL
Y

"

''

"

"

"

"

" " '' "

INTERSECTION OF WATER

DOWNSLOPE OF THIS LINE RAINFALL

TABLE WITH GROUND SURFACE

EXCEEDS

INFILTRATION RATE

Fig. 2 Types of overland flow: (1) Hortonian overland flow, (2)
delayed Hortonian overland flow, (3) topsoil saturation overland flow,
and (4)saturation overland flow.

INPUT/
CONTRIBUTIONS
RAINFALL - intensity, duration, seasonal distribution
IRRIGATION
MELTING SNOW AND ICE
FROM INTERCEPTION STORAGE - dripping,stem flow
RETURN FLOW

INPUT/
SURFACE PROPERTIES
SOIL TYPE - physical and chemical properties
SOIL COVER - vegetation , rock fragments
CONFINING LAYERS - ploughpan , shallow bedrock,
rock outcrops ,
MOISTURE CONTENT
TOPOGRAPHY - slope gradient, length, shape and exposure
MICRO - RELIEF - tillage practices

CONDITIONING
PHENOMENA
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
INFILTRATION
INTERCEPTION STORAGE
DEPRESSION STORAGE
DETENTION STORAGE
WIND
SURFACE CHANGES - swelling , shrinking , crust formation
flocculation , dispersion

OVERLAND
FLOW

HAZARDS
WATER EROSION
POLLUTION OF WATER RESOURCES chemical and sediment deposition
DAMAGE TO CROPS
WASHING OF NUTRIENTS,FERTILIZERS..

Fig. 3 Aspects related to overland flowstudies.

1.3 OVERLAND FLOWAND (AGRO)HYDROLOGY

Overland flow has attracted considerable attention in the past
because of its (agro)hydrologie significance.
The dynamic relationship between rainfall and overland flow in
natural, rural, and urban areas is a central problem inhydrology. It
is of importance to workers in a wide spectrum of disciplines such as
hydrologists, sedimentologists, and civil,agricultural and environmental engineers. Mathematical modelling of this relationship is often
based on a so-called black-box approach. This means that no explicit
assumptions are made regarding the physical structure of the process.
This approach isunderstandable due to the complexity of thehydrologie
system. However, there is a continuous interest within the field of
hydrology in the development and application of rainfall-runoff models
with atheoretical structure based on physical laws.
Most quantitative hydrologie models can be classified as deterministic, statistical, or a combination of these. The division between
these types of models is not always clear. One can think of models as
being made up of some combination of components, each of whichrepresents a point on a continuous spectrum of model "types", ranging from
completely deterministic on the one hand to completely stochastic on
the other (Haan, 1977).
According to Fleming (1975), the statistical models canbe divided
into three subdivisions: regression and correlation techniques,
probabilistic methods, and stochastic models. Deterministic models
describe the behaviour of thehydrologie cycle interms of mathematical
relationships outlining the interactions of various phases of the
hydrologie cycle. No attempt is made to represent random processes.
Another group of deterministic models are the component models, that
seek to describe each part of the whole hydrologie sequence mathematically by means of appropriate equations (Shaw, 1983). Notable
advances have been made related to component models in the last
decades.
In this thesis, overland flow is treated in a component and
conceptual way, by attempting to represent the time and space variant
interaction between the different processes involved and to give
physical relevance to the parameters used.

1.4 OVERLAND FLOWAND WATER EROSION

Soil erosion has been a major environmental force in all times;
however, because of the increasing intensity of land use, erosion and
sedimentation pose a world wide threat to sustainable agriculture and
the overall stability and quality of the environment (Lai, 1988).
There are two major types of erosion: natural erosion and
accelerated erosion. As a consequence of the hydrologie cycle, water
has been acting on the surface of the continents since its beginning.

Such action of water, together with the actions of wind, temperature,
gravity and glaciers,determines natural erosion,which inthe broadest
sense is an established process within the environment and has been
responsible for the cause of present land surface features, such as
hills, mountains, canyons, plateaus, deltas and stream channels.
Accelerated erosion results, for example, when man uses land for the
production of food, over-exploits forest resources, constructs
buildings, industrial plants and transport facilities. Failure to
distinguish between natural and accelerated erosion has often resulted
in not recognizing the seriousness of man-made erosion damage (Horning
and Reese, 1970). Photographs 1and 2give two examples of accelerated
erosion in Alentejo, Portugal (further information on that region is
given inAppendixC ) .
Soil erosion is a two-phase process consisting of the detachment
of individual particles from the soil mass and their transport by
erosive agents such as overland flow. When sufficient energy is no
longer available to transport the particles a third phase, deposition,
occurs. The severity of erosion depends upon the quantity of material
supplied by detachment and the capacity of the eroding agents to
transport it (Morgan, 1986).
Raindrop splash is the most important detaching agent.As a result
of raindrops striking abare soil surface, soil particles may be thrown
through the air over distances of more than one meter. Continuous
exposure to intense rainstorms considerably weakens the soil. Flowing
water and wind are further contributors to the detachment of soil
particles. Section 7.4 of this thesis emphasizes the importance of
raindrop splashanisotropy asa factor affecting splash erosion.Slope,
wind and overland flow velocity were found to be factors contributing
to the anisotropy of the splash.
The transporting agents comprise those which act areally and
contribute to the removal of arelatively uniform soil layer sheets and
those which concentrate their action in channels (Morgan, 1986). The
first group consists of raindrop splash, overland flow, and wind. The
second group covers water flow in rills and in larger features suchas
gullies and rivers.
The interrelations between erosion and its harmful effects are
manifold. Most directly affected are soil and water as natural
resources. The soils are destroyed by water erosion and reduced in
their value for production in agriculture, animal husbandry and
forestry. In addition, soil fertilizers and pesticides carried away by
water erosion, act as pollutants of water resources. Loss of soil
cover and soil, indirectly affect water resources by increasing floods
and droughts.All these factorshave a considerable number of secondary
effects, such as encroachment of deserts, salt water intrusion,
reduction of irrigation, and flooding of agricultural land, to mention
only some of the effects important for agriculture (Horning and Reese,
1970).

Photo 1 «ate-!-trosi,on inAlfn u juiToriiif..il

Photo 2 Deposition of eroded material after heavy shower in Alentejo
(ByR. Ferreira)
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1.5 OVERLAND FLOWAND WATER QUALITY

1.5.1 Introduction

Inthe past rainfall water was considered tobe clean.Now thatwe
have learned that precipitation is polluted in many aspects, overland
flowwater has fallenunder suspicion aswell. The precipitation itself
is contaminated by air pollution. Air pollution, originating from
natural sources (like the sea),from industrial and domestic sources
and traffic, appears as solid particles, aerosols and in gaseous form.
The pollutants, present in the air, may reach the Earth again in dry
periods (drydeposition)and inwet periods (rainfall) (Uunk, 1985).
Following the precipitation on its way to the canals and rivers,
significant water quality changes canbe observed. During overland flow
the water can pick up or lose pollutants. The nature of the collected
and lost pollutants depends onthe characteristics ofboth the rainfall
and runoff,and the surfaces involved.

1.5.2 Urban runoff andwater pollution

Now it is quite clear that runoff is polluted in many ways. Many
of the substances discharged with the runoff can affect the quality of
the aquatic environment.
The quality of the runoff from urban surfaces depends on the type
of surface (roof, street, sidewalks, etc.) and the incoming load of
pollution, its accumulation and removal (Dam et al., 1986). Runoff
from acitymotorway isheavily polluted by traffic.
The most important sources of pollution for both covered and
uncovered surfaces are wet and dry depositions, traffic, animal
excrements, corrosion and organic waste from litter, leaves, etc. Some
pollutants will be removed by adsorption to the soil, by street
sweeping and cleaning the gullypots andmanholes.
The excess rainfall on an urban area flows off by way of roofs,
pavements, streets, gullypots, etc. into the sewer system. In case of
separate sewer systems,for rainwater and forwastewater, the rain-sewers convey the runoff directly to the receiving surface water. The
basic idea behind this system is that stormwater is "clean" and direct
discharge into open water allowed. When a combined sewer system is
used, inprinciple,all water isled toa treatment plant.

1.5.3 Agricultural runoff andwater pollution

Cropproduction practices have changed greatly during this century
with the introduction of large-scale machinery, increased fertilizer
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use, chemical pest control methods,and conversion from pasture and hay
to row crops. These production changes have created new problems
associated with runoff and soil erosion, including pollution of water
resources. Until recently there has been little consideration of the
influence of agricultural chemicals or agricultural nutrients and
animal waste uponwater quality.
Many kinds of land use offer a source or origin for sediments,
although agricultural land and disturbed or denuded lands afford more
opportunity to supply translated sediment than more natural areas.
Sediment with respect to water quality is a pollutant (the number one
pollutant on a volume basis in agricultural runoff). Its pollutional
aspect canbe conveniently thought of intwo categories. Firstly, there
is the direct effect of its presence in water and its negative
interference with the desired water use. Secondly, the sediment will
serve as an electro-chemical carrier for entraining or transporting
other pollutants. The major portion of harmful chemicals is usually
adsorbed to sediments, although the dissolved portion has the most
direct effect onwater quality. The large portion carried on sediments
may not be directly important for water quality, but it may furnish a
long-lasting supply of chemicals to the receiving body ofwater.

1.6 OVERLAND FLOWAS A SYSTEM OF TREATMENT OF WASTEWATER

In some cases the overland flow process is used as a form of
treatment in which wastewater is supplied to the upper parts of
carefully graded,grass-covered slopesusually having soils or subsoils
of low permeability. Wastewater undergoes treatment through a variety
of mechanisms as it flows in a thin film over the slope surface.
Typically, 40 to 80 percent of the applied effluent runs off. The
remainder islost to percolation and évapotranspiration (Tchobanoglous,
1979). Renovation isaccomplished by physical,chemical,and biological
means (Tchobanoglous, 1979). Treated effluent is collected as surface
runoff inditches at the bottom of the slope.
Perennial grasses with long growing seasons, high moisture
tolerance and extensive root formation are best suited to overland flow
treatment. Biological oxidation, sedimentation and grass filtration are
the primary removal mechanisms for organic and suspended solids.
Nitrogen removal is attributed primarily to nitrification/denitrification and plant uptake (Vernick and Walker, 1981). Slope gradients must
be steep enough to prevent ponding, yet mild enough to prevent erosion
and provide sufficient detention time for the wastewater on the slope.
Slopes must be free from rills and gullies to prevent channeling and
allowuniform distribution of overland flow over the surface.
Overland flow has been demonstrated to be a reliable method of
treatment for municipal as well as some industrial wastewaters. In the
past decade the technology of overland flow has been advanced considerably throughpublication of research studies and design guidelines
(Culp, 1978, Tchobanoglous, 1979, Vernick and Walker, 1981). Rainfall
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affects the performance of an overland flowwastewater treatment system
(Figueiredo et al., 1984).
Detailed studies on the overland flow treatment of wastewater are
excluded from the present thesis.

1.7 OVERLAND FLOWAND SURFACE IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE

1.7.1 Overland flow and surface irrigation

Surface irrigation is the irrigation method most widely applied;
it is used on some 200 million ha., representing almost 90% of the
world's irrigated area. Surface irrigation is accomplished on flat
fields by ponding water on the soil surface (check irrigation) and on
sloping fields by maintaining for some time a flow of water over the
soil surface (flow irrigation). Surface irrigation methods include
basin, border and furrow irrigation.
The physical purpose of irrigation is incase of "wet"crops (e.g.
rice) to maintain or to restore the water layer on the field, and in
case of "dry"crops to increase the moisture content ofthe soil inthe
root zone of the crop. In the latter case, water is supplied to the
field and flows (overland)with flowdiminishing aswater advances over
the soil surface whilst infiltrating (Roscher, 1988).
The research described in this thesis concerns solely overland
flowunder rainfall and overland flowunder surface irrigationwill not
be further dealtwith.

1.7.2 Overland flow and surface drainage

Surface drainage is the evacuation of excesswater over the ground
surface to an open drainage system with an adequate outlet (Concaret,
1981). Surface drainage as a field drainage technique has existed in
one form or another for centuries. For many years it has been considered a local art. In flat areas the main problem is the timely
removal of stagnant water and in sloping areas it is usually the
removal of excess water without causing erosion (Raadsma and Schulze,
1980). Surface drainage will bring usually three types of benefits:
direct and indirect yield increase; increased efficiency of machinery;
and increased efficiency in the use of fertilizers (Coote and Zwerman,
1970). Indirect yield increase may result from earlier planting, for
example.
The need for surface drainage is a result of a combination of
certain climatic, hydrologie, and soil conditions, and of topography
and land use (Raadsma and Schulze, 1980). Soil types which may benefit
from surface drainage are slowly permeable soils,or shallow soils over
a restricting layer in combination with an unfavourable topographic
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position.
Another aspect of surface drainage is urban drainage. Human
occupation of a land area causes a change in the nature of the land
surface. The natural permeable soil surface into which rainfall water
is able to infiltrate at varying rates,is replaced by a range ofmore
or less impervious surfaces. An increase in the impermeable surface
area has two immediate consequences (Colyer and Pethick, 1976).
Firstly, the volume of overland flow is increased; and secondly, runoff
is concentrated. Furthermore flow over a paved impermeable surface is
muchmore rapid than overnatural soil, especially if vegetated.
Inthe construction of roads and highways,surface drainage isone
of the most essential elements to be considered. A sheet ofwater over
the pavement creates a hazard to driving, which is aggravated if
freezingoccurs.
Urban and highway drainage, and field drainage techniques, like
land forming,grading, levelling and bedding,will not be dealtwith in
this thesis, although the mechanics of surface drainage, i.e. of the
removal of rainfall excess water from pervious and paved surfaces by
overland flow, is implicit inmany Chapters.
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OFTHEOVERLAND FLOW PROCESS

2.1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this Chapter is to give a short introduction on
the possibilities for the mathematical modelling of the overland flow
process. Further applications are presented inpart III of thisthesis.
Overland flow under rainfall is an example of gradually varied,
unsteady, nonuniform, free surface flow and is governed by the laws of
conservation ofmass and momentum (Chow, 1959). These laws give rise to
equations of continuity and momentum which are often referred to as
Saint-Venant equations (Barre de Saint-Venant, 1871) or simply
equations of motion. The derivation of the one-dimensional form of
these equations has appeared in text books and scientific articles
(e.g. Lai,1986; Stephenson and Meadows,1986;Chow et al., 1988).
These equations can either be solved in their full form or, in
many cases, be approximated by the diffusion and kinematic wave
equations. The conditions under which various approximations are valid
are reviewed by, among others, Morris and Woolhiser (1980), Morris
(1981)andVieira (1983). Many general overland flowmodelling problems
donot require the use of the full Saint-Venant equations.
The-modelsdescribed in this thesis made use of thekinematic wave
theory (Sections 2.2 and 2.3).In Section 2.4, an analytical solution
for the rising limb of overland flow over infiltrating surfaces, with
longitudinal sections ofparabolic shape,was derived.

2.2. KINEMATIC WAVE MODELLING

Owing to its simplicity, the kinematic wave approach has been
frequently used to solve unsteady flow problems. The Rational method
and Unit hydrograph methods are easy to apply but limited in accuracy
and versatility. Kinematic wave modelling is the next logical step in
sophistication before the full hydrodynamic equations are resorted to
(Stephenson and Meadows, 1986). Also the kinematic wave equations have
an important advantage over the hydrodynamic equations for describing
overland flow; analytical solutions are possible for simple surface
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geometries. A great insight into the phenomenon of overland flow canbe
gained by studying these analytical solutions.
The term kinematic refers to movement where accelerations and
water level slope are negligible and friction slope equals the bed
slope, i.e. acceleration and pressure terms in the momentum equation
are assumed zero. An explicit mathematical exposition of basic hypotheses of kinematic wave formulation was first presented by Lighthill
and Whitham, in1955,todescribe flood movement inlong rivers (Singh,
1978). However, for overland flow, this method of calculation is
attributed to Henderson and Wooding (1964) while a more complete
analysis was given by Woolhiser and Liggett (1967). Since then,
analytical solutions have been obtained for overland flow hydrographs
during steady rainfall on surfaces of simple geometric shape. Numerical
models have also been developed for application to more complex
surfaces andunsteady rainfall.
Kinematic wave solutions have been shown to give very accurate
results for most hydrologically significant overland flow situations
(Woolhiser andLiggett,1967;Morris andWoolhiser, 1980;Vieira,1983;
Hromadka II et al., 1987, and others). In this thesis the kinematic
wave approach was used for both the numerical and analytical models
without any further attempt toverify itsvalidity. The basic kinematic
equations are presented in several Chapters and will not be repeated
here.
Solutions of the kinematic wave equations have usually been
obtained numerically, using explicit and implicit finite difference
schemes (Brakensiek, 1967;Kibler and Woolhiser, 1970 and 1972;Singh,
1976;Rovey et al., 1977;Constantinides, 1981;Stephenson andMeadows,
1986; among others). A comparison of numerical models of overland flow
has been made recently by Hromadka et al. (1987), Hall et al. (1989),
Bell et al. (1989) and Wheater et al. (1989). Also the method of
characteristics has been used frequently (Eagleson, 1970; Kibler and
Woolhiser, 1970; Stephenson and Meadows, 1986). Analytical solutions
are also available (Parlange et al., 1981;Rose et al., 1983;Zarmi et
al., 1983;Leuand Liu,1988;and others).
The following recent works give detailed literature surveys on
dynamic and kinematic wave models: Singh (1976, 1978 and 1988), Lai
(1986), Hromadka II et al. (1987), Kirkby (1988), and Chow et al.
(1988).

2.3.NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OFTHEKINEMATIC WAVE EQUATIONS

The numerical solutions of the kinematic wave equations are more
flexible than the analytical solutions. They can handle more easily
variation in the surface properties, rainfall rates and initial and
boundary conditions. For the numerical solution of the kinematic wave
equations it isnecessary to discretisize both in space and time.This
is accomplished by dividing the overland flow surface into elementary
sections and dividing the time into time steps. There are various
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numerical methods available for solving the kinematic wave equations
which include finite difference and finite element techniques.
Two numerical models of overland flow will be described, in
detail, in Part III of this thesis: (a)model KININF for overland flow
on an infiltrating surface (Chapter 5 ) ; (b) model WROF for overland
flowunderwind-driven rain (Sections 7.1 and 7.2,andAppendices A and
B).Both of these models make use of the kinematic wave approach for
the overland flow process and a second order explicit finite difference
scheme.
Explicit finite difference schemes have been used to solve the
kinematic wave equations, but the size of time step is severely
limited by the Courant condition for stability. The major problems
accompanying these schemes are those of stability and accuracy.
However, they have been found to be economical and efficient by many
researchers (e.g. Woolhiser and Liggett, 1967; Kibler and Woolhiser,
1970; Freeze, 1978; Constantinides, 1981). Stability problems may be
avoided byusing implicit approximations.
The explicit finite difference scheme, the second order single
step Lax-Wendroff scheme, used in the numerical models presented in
Chapter 5 and Sections 7.1 and 7.2, was shown to be stable and
accurate, and to produce less numerical distortion in peak discharge
rates than other finite difference schemes (Kibler and Woolhiser,
1970). This finite difference scheme has been used successfully by
Kibler and Woolhiser (1970 and 1972), Lane et al. (1975), Rovey at al.
(1977), Freeze (1978), Wu et al. (1978), Lima (1987), among others.
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2.4 ANANALYTICAL KINEMATIC MODELFORTHERISING LIMB OFOVERLAND FLOW
ON INFILTRATING PARABOLIC SHAPED SURFACES
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ABSTRACT
De Lima, J.L.M.P. and Van der Molen, W.H., 1988. An a n a l y t i c a l kinematic model for the rising
limb of overland flow on infiltrating parabolic shaped surfaces. J. Hydrol., 104: 363 370.
Using t h e kinematic wave theory and Zarmi's hypothesis, an a n a l y t i c a l solution for overland
flow over an infiltrating, p a r a b o l i c shaped surface (concave or convex surfaces, t h a t may be
represented by a q u a d r a t i c equation) is presented. T h e velocity of the water flow is assumed to be
independent of time. The a n a l y t i c a l solution developed is easier to utilize t h a n numerical
simulation and can be used to calibrate numerical methods devised for more complicated cases. An
illustration is presented.

INTRODUCTION

For a realistic simulation of overland flow it is necessary to attempt
simulation on surfaces that are not restricted to a plane of fixed slope. The
overland flow process is strongly affected by the shape of the slopes.
Using the kinematic wave theory in combination with Zarmi's hypothesis
(Zarmi et al., 1983) for the flow equation, an analytical solution for overland
flow over an infiltrating, parabolic shaped surface (concave or convex surfaces,
that may be represented by a quadratic equation) is presented.
One of the major topics in geomorphology is the evolution of hillslope
profiles through time. The model formulated can be used to analyse the effect
of that evolution on the overland flow processes.
This model is an extension to curved surfaces of the theory of Zarmi et al.,
1983.
THEORY

The equation of continuity for shallow water flow may be written as:
ôh/ôt + dq/àx = p - i(t)

0022-1694/88/$03.50

(1)
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where: h - flow depth at time t, and position x (m); x = space axis along the
direction of flow (m); q = volumetric water flux per unit plane width (m 2 s ');
p = rainfall rate, assumed to be a constant (ms '); and i(t) = infiltration rate,
assumed to be a function of time only (ms ').
By assuming that the bed slope equals the friction slope (kinematic wave
assumption) and by using existing open-channel flow friction equations we can
express the discharge at any point and time as a function of the water depth
only, as follows:
q = ochm

(2)

where: m = parameter for the type of flow; and a = hydraulic coefficient.
The shape of the surface is assumed to be represented by a quadratic
equation:
y = atx\ + b x, + c with: b > 0, a, > - 6 / 2 L and a, # 0

(3)

where:x, = space axis along the horizontal direction (m);j = space axis along
the vertical direction (m);a,, b, c = parameters; and L = length of the surface
in the horizontal direction (m).
For gentle slopes x, a; x, and consequently, the slope gradient S(x) becomes:
S(x) = àyjàx = 2 a,x + b

(4)

For the infiltration process use is made of a Horton type equation (Morin and
Benyamini, 1977):
i(t) = /, + (/o - A-) e °', with ƒ,, < p < ƒ„

(5)

where: a = parameter (s '); f0 = initial infiltration rate of the soil ( m s 1 ) ; and
fc = final infiltration rate of the soil (ms ').
The parameter a in eqn. (2) is usually given a physical or quasiphysical
interpretation, reflecting the effects of surface slope and hydraulic roughness
on the depth of flow. For example for the Darcy-Weisbach equation:
s = yjSgS/f,

for m = 3/2

(6)
2

where:g = acceleration due to gravity (ms ); S = bed slope;and / = DarcyWeisbach friction coefficient. For the Manning-Strickler equation:
y. = v S/n,

for m = 5/3

(7)

where: n = Manning-Strickler coefficient. (m"" 3 s).
It has been suggested that runoff can be represented by a linear kinematic
approximation to the momentum equation (Zarmi et al., 1983):
q = ih

(8)

The value of x (the water flow velocity for m = 1) was then considered
constant, independent of time and position. In the formulation of the model for
the curved surface it is assumed that y.is independent of time but dependent of
the position along the surface, given by:
3(x) = k x SW

0)
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where k can be estimated by measuring the flow velocity and slope or using
eqns. like (6) and (7).
With these assumptions:
y.(x) = JB + Cx
with:
B = bk2 > 0; C = 2a!*2 > - B/L; and C # 0.

(10)

Runoff starts w h e n p = i(tc), where tcis the critical time. Let us now define
a new variable T:
T = t - tc,

with tc = i In S^-^rl
a

> /c < P « h

(H)

(P - /c)

and
p - i(0 = (p - /<) - (ƒ„ - / c ) e " e ••"'•
= A - A e ",

with A = p - fr

(12)

Rewriting eqn. (1), and introducing eqns. (8), (10) and (12), gives:
öh
Oh
— + a(x) -=- + <t>(x)A = A - A e °'

(13)

OX

ÓT

with:

(14)

^ = £ = ïwnTx
which is a first order differential equation. It can be solved by using Laplace
transformations, with the boundary conditions:
h(0, r) = 0

(boundary condition)

h(x, 0) = 0

(initial condition)

(15)

Laplace transformation of eqn. (13) with respect to T,yields:
dy(h)
s¥(h) - h(x, 0) + x(x) —H-^ + <D(x) Sf(h) =
dx

A
s

A
s +a

(16)

where if(h) = Laplace transform of h(x, i), and s = independent variable.
At time T = 0, h(x, 0) = 0 so:
d^W
dx

+

s

+

(DW
a(x)

=

_A
s a (x)

A
(s + a) x (x)

which is a nonhomogeneous first-order differential equation in x.
If C # 0, then the general solution of eqn. (17) is of the form:
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(17)

A

nh) =

A \ / V B + Cx

VS

S+ a A

S

C

(18)

*' r—

**l +

The constant of integration k' follows from the boundary condition x = 0,
h(fl, T) = 0, and <f(h) = 0:
A7B e 2 * ^
s2

+

AC e 2 ' (VI),r
2 s3

A JB e 2 ' w7j),c _ AC e 2 " ^
s (s + a)
2 s\s + a)

+

(19)

Using the auxiliary variables:
AjB

U

= 2

V

B

(20)

(21)

Cx

+

\/ = - 2 (/~B - V ß + Cx)/C

(22)

and by substituting eqn. (19) into eqn. (18), and splitting the terms with
l/[s 2 (s + a)]:
U 1

(A

TT1

U\!

U

!

l

A

2
aJ2 -s + A
V +—
a I/ —
s2g —C7—
s3g + a—7
(s + a) r - A s(s + a)

Sf(h) =

me-v'

e ^

[/ e

T + - - ^ + t/^- - V
a)

sJ

s'

Vs

^+

U e V s

a2 s

ev'
T

a2 (s + a)

^

ï

( 23 )

s(s + a)

Finally, the inverse transform of eqn. (23) is of the form:
h(x, 0 = 0 , + D2(t - tc) + D3(t - tcf + D4 e'°"

''', if t Ü tc + V (24a)

h(x, t) = D5 + De(t - tc) + D, e"°" ''' + DH e~°" ~ '••~V),

if t > «c + V
(24b)

where Ö,, D2, . . . , Ds are functions of x:
U
A
A = - -5 - a
a

(25)

D2 = A + -

(26)
a

A = - g"

(27)

fl4 = - D,

(28)

A = _ ^

+

a

T V

+

- \ ^
a
a

+

^

(29)
2
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A - T -

D7

-A

(31)

U

A

(30)

uv
T

(32)

EXAMPLE I — COMPARISON WITH THE MODEL OF ZARMI ET AL. (1983)

The model ofZarmi et al. (1983) for overland flow on an infiltrating plane sets
m = 1and assumes the slope, S, and consequently a, constant and independent
oftime and position. They also assumed constant rainfall rates, and infiltration
to be described by eqn. (5).
For a plane, a1 = 0 in eqn. (3) which leads to a = ^f~B and C = 0, and
consequently, from eqns. (20), (21) and (22):
U = 0;

Lim T(x) =

A;

Lim V(x)

x/jB

(33)

From these, the first branch of the solution, eqn. (24a), with:

u

A = -

A = 0;

D2 = p - fc.

A, =

P - fc

(34)

u

becomes:
h(x, t) = (p - fc)

1- e

(t - tj

(35)

ift < tc

which is in agreement with the model of Zarmi et al. (1983).
The second branch of the solution, eqn. (24b), with:

A

(P - / >

Ds

0 ; D7 =

A, =

(36)

iU » (,.

(37)

becomes:

h(x, t) = (p - fJ

X

a

e" ( / i

_

1

e

aU

!,.)

a

which is also in agreement with the model of Zarmi et al. (1983).
EXAMPLE II — APPLICATION

Using Y and L as normalizing constants, the following dimensionless
variables are defined:
x* = xjL;

(38)

y* = yjY

Assuming that at x = 0 when y = 0, the dimensionless shape of the surface is:
y* = (1 - -^-) **2 + -f1 x*,

with 0 « Sa < 2S av
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Fig. 1. Dimensionless surface profiles.

where: S 0 = slope at x = 0; S a ï = YjL = average slope; at = (Y - bL)jL2\
and 6 = S„.
From this equation a range of possible dimensionless curves has been
generated (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2. (a) a as a function of position for strips of concave, plane and convex surfaces; (b) overland
flow hydrographs.
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Fig. 3.Difference in response at x = 5, 15and 25m for the convex, concave, and plane surfaces.

The solution for unit strips ofconcave, convex and plane surfaces (Fig. 1) are
shown in Fig. 2for: (a) S av = 1% and L = 25m with very little surface storage;
(b) loess soil with a = 0.5m i n 1 , ƒ„ = 0.583mmmin \ fc = 0.00333mmmin ';
(c) constant rainfall rate of 0.4033mmm i n 1 ; and average flow velocity of
6000mmmin'"' which gives k = 60000mm m i n 1 .
It is apparent from this example that, for surfaces with the same characteristics, the shape of the slope is a significant factor in determining the shape of
the rising limb of the overland flow hydrograph. The difference in response in
time, at three locations (x = 5, 15, and 25m) along the slope, for the convex,
concave and plane surfaces is presented in Fig. 3. Notice the relative position
of the three hydrographs in each case.
CONCLUSION

An analytical solution for linearized kinematic flow on an infiltrating,
parabolic shaped, surface is presented for constant rainfall rates. Thus it is
possible to investigate the overland flow on different concave and convex
surfaces that might be represented by a quadratic equation. The analytical
solution developed is easier to utilize than numerical simulation, and can be
used to calibrate numerical methods devised for more complicated cases.
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ABSTRACT

A laboratory experiment was done tolearnmore about the influence
of upstream boundary conditions on the hydraulics of overland flow
under rainfall. The experiment was done on an impermeable plane
surface with a rainfall simulator. Results show the importance of
considering upstream boundary conditions,for gentle slopes,other than
the most frequently used h(0,t)=0 for t>0, where h(x,t) is the flow
depthasafunction ofpositionx and time t.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The solutions to equations of continuity and motion for overland
flow, whether analytical or numerical, require the specification of
initial and boundary conditions. The upstream boundary condition most
frequently used in overland flow modelling ish(0,t)=0 for t>0 (Fig.
la), where h(x,t) is the flow depth as a function of position x and
time t.On watersheds with steep slopes, this condition is valid, but
for moderate to gentle slopes, its validity is questionable (Singh,
1978). Mathematical tractability isperhaps one reason for itsuse.
The hydraulics of overland flow on smooth surfaces and the effect
of simulated rainfall have been treated extensively (Yu&McNown,1964;
Yoon & Wenzel, 1971; Savat, 1977; among others). Robertson et al.
(1966), Kilinc & Richardson (1973)and many other researchers, assumed
an overland flow profile like the one presented in Fig. la. Shen & Li
(1973)did experiments on overland flow over smooth surfaces caused by
a constant base flow and constant rainfall rate. They studied the
effect of different boundary conditions (Fig. lb shows one of these,
for a fully supercritical regime). Lima (1989a and 1989b) studied the
effect of oblique rainfall on the overland flow process and verified
that the impact of inclined raindrops, and the shear stress caused by
wind (blowing upslope)at the water surface, can create a discharge at
theupstream boundary of a plane (depending strongly on slope,rainfall
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intensity, and wind s p e e d ) . This implies the existence of a non-zero
water depth at x=0 (Fig. l c ) .

'

•

'

"

x=0

x=L

illllllll

x=0

x=L

Fig. 1 Upper boundary conditions commonly used for overland flow.
To learn more about the influence of upstream boundary conditions
on the hydraulics of overland flow, a laboratory experiment was
undertaken. Case d (Fig. 1) was chosen for the laboratory set-up. It
tries to represent saturation overland flow (Dunne & Leopold, 1 9 7 8 ) ,
where excess rainfall only begins at a certain distance from the top of
the slope. This occurs frequently when soils become saturated at the
surface because of rising water tables. The increase of water depth
observed in this situation could play a role in water erosion (splash
and sheet erosion) studies.
For case d, the resistance coefficients for steady uniform
turbulent flow are not applicable (flow rate may be zero at x = 0 , but
there is also a non-zero water d e p t h ) , nor is the initial flow unidirectional, as water will also flow upslope at x=0 (as observed with
dye t r a c i n g ) . Moreover, the surface tension forces on small slope
gradients and shallow flows shortly after the start of the rainfall
can be considerable.
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3.2 LABORATORY SET-UP

The laboratory set-up was composed mainly of twounits:
(1) a channel with a uniform rectangular cross section 1 m wide. The
surfacewas impermeable (smooth concrete).
(2) a rainfall simulator (described in Lima, 1989b) consisting of
circular plates and conveyors extending to the edges of the plates,
where the drops are formed. The simulator generates a uniformly
distributed and time invariant geometrical rainfall pattern over a
length L measured along the plane (from x=0 to x=L; x=0 is defined as
theupslope limit of the applied rainfall).
Primary data were collected at steady state for each simulation
run (defined as the experiment conducted with fixed length, slope and
rainfall intensity). They were: length (L), slope (S), rainfall
intensity (P),water temperature, mean depth of flow at flume outlet
(h^), and backwater distance measured upslope of x=0 (D; see Fig.2 ) .
The experiments were repeated for different combinations of lengths
(L=3.27 and 4.72 m), slope gradients (ranging from 0.1% to 4 % ) ,and
rainfall intensities (ranging from 0.0207to0.1528 mm/s).
The measuring procedure was the following: (1) start initial
rainfall on dry surface; (2)wait until equilibrium (steady state) is
reached; (3) measure primary data; (4) increase or decrease discharge
and repeat steps (2) to (4). It was possible to install a splash
barrier at x=0 (Fig. 2a) to prevent splash droplets from striking the
surface upslope of x=0.

3.3 RESULTS

The overland flow sheet observed at steady state during the
experimental runs (both with and without the upstream splash barrier)
could be divided into the following sections (Fig. 2aand2b):
(1) Highly disturbed, downslope overland flow with direct impact
of raindrops and raindrop splash droplets. Dye injected into the
raindrops and the overland water sheetwas rapidly dispersed.
(2a) Disturbed, mainly radial flow with small circular wave
formation owing todrop impact in section(1).
(2b) Disturbed, mainly radial flow with small circular wave
formation owing to drop impact in section (1).Direct impact of splash
droplets also existed.
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(3)Stagnantwater (horizontal water surface). After injection of
dye, nowater movement was observed (except for gradual dye diffusion).
(4) Adhesive water. Solid-liquid tensions with a contact angle e
were present at thebottom of the flume surface.
(5a)Wetted flume bottom (pre-wetted with amoistened cloth).
(5b) Wetted flume bottom (pre-wetted with a moistened cloth) with
scattered water bubbles formed by the splashdroplets.
(6)Air dry flume bottom.
wall drops due to accumulated splash droplets

raindrops

^vertical upstream splash barrier
drop formation inthe splash barrier

splosh
droplets~-«.
flume bottom

(sections)

flume bottom

(sections)

Fig. 2 Observed sections on the overland flow sheet: a) with splash
barrier; b)without splash barrier.
Rainfall intensity plotted against the backwater distance, for a
fixed slope, was strongly subjected to hysteresis because of surface
tension effects on the flume bottom (Fig. 3 ) .The hysteresis effect
decreased as the slope gradient increased. For the 0.1 % slope, the
backwater effectwas pronounced,with Dvalues exceeding 4.0m.
The removal of the splash barrier increased D (Fig. 2 ) . Apparently, the length L of the rainfall application had no effect on D
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for either of the two lengths used. The importance of surface tension
and wettability characteristics in the feasibility of scale modelling
of the rainfall-surface runoff process on impermeable planes has been
investigated by Graveto (1970).
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distance (D)relationship, fordifferent slopes(S).

backwater

In Fig. 4a, D was plotted against the slope in linear scales for
different rainfall intensities and for L=4.72 m. For a horizontal
surface (S=0), D tends to infinity at steady state. In Fig. 4b, ln(D)
was plotted against 1/S for the same rainfall intensities. Linear
relations were fitted with high regression coefficients. Thus, for a
certain rainfall intensity, D was estimated as a function of the slope
by:

c2/s
(1)
where D is the backwater distance (m), and C^ (m) and C 2 (-) are
parameters. Values of C^ and C 2 are presented in the Table inFig.4.
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D
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C 2 can be considered independent of slope and rainfall intensity
because of the approximately parallel lines in Fig. 4b. Therefore the
plot of ln(C;L)against P results in a straight line,defined by (Fie.
4c):

C4P
C;L= C 3 e

(2)

where C 3 (m) and C 4 (nT^s)
are parameters and P is the rainfall
intensity (ms ).
Substitution of Eq. (2)into Eq. (1)yields an expression for Das
a function of Sand P:

(C4P+C 2 /S)

(3)
Parameters C 2 C3, and C 4 were calculated by regression techniques applied to the laboratory data (smooth concrete surface): C 2 =
0.00458, C 3 =0.00502 m, and C 4 = 22704.7 m _ 1 s .
In Fig. 5, the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor (f) was plotted
against D for measurements with increasing rainfall intensities (P).
The following expression was used to calculate the Darcy-Weisbach
friction factor (assuming that the friction slope (Sf) equals the
surface slope(S)):

g h S/

(4)

where f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor (-), v is the flow
velocity (m s " 1 ) , g is the acceleration due to gravity (m s"^), and h
is the flowdepth (m).

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

Fig. 5The relationship between fand D.
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Dim)
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with splash barrier

o

without splash barrier

A strong reduction of the friction factor (f) was observed for
higher values of D, which is in accordance with an increase in the
average water depth along the surface.

3.4 CONCLUSIONS

For gently sloping impermeable plane surfaces under vertical
rainfall, care should be taken in using h(0,t)=0 for t>0 as an upper
boundary condition for overland flow. The observed non-zerowater depth
at x=0, and the consequent increase of water depth over the surface,
radically change the overland flow process over the slope. The form of
the f-D relationship and (indirectly) of the f-Re relationship, which
are of fundamental importance to the mathematical modelling of overland
flow,were affected. The implication of these results for overland flow
modelling will be the subject of future work.
Because of the importance of surface tension forces as one of the
factors that affect shallow flow processes, additional research could
focus on the effects of roughness and surface wettability characteristics.
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4. A KINEMATIC OVERLAND FLOWMODELTODETERMINE DEPRESSION STORAGE OF
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ABSTRACT

A method of predicting a spatial average value for depression
storage of tilled surfaces is proposed. The method is based on the
kinematic flow approximation to overland flow on a plane proposed by
Rose et al., 1983.
In
the
laboratory, only the aspects of tillage, rainfall
intensity and slope were investigated. The following impermeable
models, simulating various tillage techniques, were used: plastic
corrugations, concrete ridges, concrete mounds and concrete plane
surface as reference. The experiments were repeated for each tillage
model with different slopes (varying from 0.5% to 4 % ) ,and for each
slope with different rainfall intensities (varying from 0.009 to
0.109 mm s " 1 ) .
The
method was verified by comparing predicted depression
storage with depression storage obtained from water-balance
considerations based on the experimental data. It is believed that
the model can be used to estimate spatial average depression storage
if infiltration isknown.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Depression storage as a result of tillage may be of considerable importance in the assessment of water erosion. Infiltration, evaporation, solar radiation reflection, runoff retardation,
and other phenomena such as air exchange with the atmosphere have
been shown to be closely related with roughness of the soil
surface (Linden and Doren, 1986;Zobeck and Onstad, 1987).
The complexity of the process ofdepressional storage makes it
very difficult to find exact solutions based onhydrodynamics, because
of the complexboundary conditions. Several researchers have used
microrelief measurements to estimate depression storage (Mitchell and
Jones, 1976, 1978; Moore and Larson, 1979;Onstad, 1984;Linden and
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Doren, 1986;Römkensand Wang, 1986;Lehrschet al., 1988,etc).Others
like Gayle and Skaggs (1978)measured depression storage by sealing the
soil surface in small plots and determining the amount of water that
could be applied before runoff began.
The work presented here attempts to evaluate a spatial average
value for depression storage of tilled surfaces. Conceptual models of
the influence of slope steepness on depression storage owing to soil
tillagehave been elaborated by Eppink (1978). Recent research findings
support theview thatdepression storage decreases with decreasing soil
surface roughness and increasing slope steepness (Onstad, 1984).
The complexity of surface depression storage makes simplification
from a theoretical and practical point of view imperative, asameans
of obtaining aquantitative estimate. Inthis study, only the aspects
of tillage, rainfall intensity and slope are investigated. Its main
objective is thus to evaluate the storage capacity of different
surfaces, simulating various tillage models,as afunction of slope and
rainfall intensity. The following impermeable tillage models were used:
plastic corrugations, concrete ridges, concrete mounds (in two
different arrangements) and concrete plane surface as reference. The
various parameters involved are shown inFig. 1.
Further, the flow resistance of the different tillage models was
briefly analysed.

Fig. 1Sketch of the laboratory experiments with indication of input,
output and parameters involved inthis study: Qj^ is the outflow
intensity at x=L, p is the rainfall intensity, tis the time, L is
the lenght,
W is the width and S Q is the slope gradient of the
surface storage model.
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4.2 THEORY

Figure 2 illustrates the time sequence of events involved in this
particular experiment (relative intensities and cumulative amounts
against time). The temporary increase of outflow discharge before the
recession will be explained later. Depression storage isthe amount
of rainfall water held in surface depressions whereas detention
storage refers to the amount of water in transit,gradually moving
downslope by overland flow. The latter either runs off or is absorbed
by "infiltration" after the end of the rainfall. The "infiltration"
term represents the sum of all losses owing to evaporation and wetting
of the model surface. Moreover, some leakage occurred in the experiment. This explains why some outflow discharge continued to occur after
the recession of thedetention storage (Fig.2 ) .

intensify .,
rainfalL

"infiltration'

cumulative

t r =fime to runoff
t 5 =time to steady state
£
H
rainfall duration

time
recession time of depression storage
.recessiontime, of detention storage

Fig. 2 Illustration of the time sequence of events observed in the
experimental runs: (a) intensity versus time; and (b) cumulative
quantities versus time.
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4.2.1 BASIC EQUATIONS

The basic differential equation for overland flow on a plane
under thekinematic wave assumptionis:

«h/5t+ Sq/Sx

=R(t)

(1)

where h is the depth of flow (in), q isthevolumetric water flux per
unit plane width (ms" ) ,R(t) is the excess rainfall rate, assumed to
be a function of time only (m s ) ,t is the time (s),and x is the
distance from top of plane (m).
By assuming that the friction slope equals the bed slope
(kinematic wave assumption) and by using existing open-channel flow
friction equations we can express the discharge at any point and time
asa function of thewater depth only,asfollows:
m
q- a h

(2)

where m is a parameter depending on the flow regime, laminar or
turbulent (approximately 5/3 for turbulent flow and 3 for laminar
flow), anda isahydraulic coefficient.

4.2.2 APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL METHOD

The excess rainfall,R(t),canbedefinedas:

R(t)= p(t) -i(t) -D s (t)

(3)

where p(t)
is the rainfall intensity (m s ) , i(t) is the
infiltration rate (m s ) , and Dg(t)isthe rate ofdepression storage
(m s " 1 ) .
Rose et al. (1983)gave an approximate kinematic solution for
overland flow on a plane. The approximate relationship between excess
rainfall and runoff q(L)=Q^Lwasgivenby:
R(t)=Q L + [m/(m+l)](L/a) 1 /m (d Q L l/m /dt)
where Q L is the outflow intensity at x=L (m s ) , and canbe regarded
as the runoff transform of the excess rainfall, and L isthe length
of the plane(m).
If runoff and rainfall rate are measured and infiltration is
predicted, the rate of depression storage can be approximated
numerically intime by:
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(4)

D S -p-i-Q L -[m/(m+l)](L/a)1/m[(QLl/m. Q L l / m ) / A t ]
j

j

J

j

j

(5)

j-1

whereAtisthetime interval between consecutive times (j-1) and j,
andXdenotesanaveraging inAtoftheentityX.
This quasi-steady state approachisexact onlyat steady state.
The averagedetention storageatsteady stateperunit area (6h/i5t-0
and h=(Rx/a) 1 / m from equations1and2)isgivenby(Moore, 1985):

h= (1/L)

hdx- [(R/a) 1 /™^]

<l/n>dx= [m/(m+l)]h L

(6)

whereh L istheflowdepthatx-L(m).
Thus the shape factor ofdetention storage for steady state
flow condition is m/(m+l). Theactual, non-steady shape of the
water surface is replaced by a series of steady state profilesfor
eachofwhicheq.6issupposed tohold. Other shape factorshave been
derivedbyMoore (1985)andMooreandKinnell (1987).
4.2.3 APPLICATIONTOIMPERMEABLE SURFACES
In the particular solutionforimpermeable surfaces (i(t)=0),a
simplified solutioncanbeobtained consideringAtasthetime interval
fromthebeginningofoverland flowtosteady statecondition:
D S=p
and
D

(7).

for0<t<t r

1/m
S = P-QL -[m/(m+l)](L/") V QL(steady

s1/m.

state)L/m/(ts-tr)

(8)

for t r<t<t s
with
Q L= [l/(ts- t r )]

QL(t)dt

where (t s -t r ) is the time interval from the start of runoff at x=L
(t r )tosteady state situation (t s ).
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(9)

The average outflow intensity up to steady state, Q^, is
determined directly from the outflow hydrograph.
The depression storage, taking into consideration the values of
Dg(t)before and after time t r , iscalculated from the expression:

V s = [p t r +D s (t s -t r ) ]LW

(10)

where V s is the spatial average value ofdepression storage (m ),and W
is thewidth of the plane(m).

4.2.4 FLOWRESISTANCE FORMULAE

The resistance to overland flowmay be expressed by the DarcyWeisbach frictionfactor, f, defined as (Abrahams et al., 1986):

f = 8gR h S e/ v 2

(11)

where g isthe acceleration due togravity (m s ) ,S e is the energy
gradient (-), R n is the hydraulic radius (m), and v is the mean flow
velocity across a section (m s ).
The nature of the flow isusually determined by referring to the
empirical Reynolds number,Re,which isdefinedas:

Re = 4vR h/ v

(12)

where v is thekinematic fluid viscosity (m s ).
Turner et al. (1985)quoted limits for turbulent flow as Re>1500
and laminar as Re<375,with transitional and mixed phases in between.
However, these limitsare notuniversally accepted.

4.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE LABORATORY EXPERIMENT

4.3.1 LABORATORY SET-UP

The laboratory experiment was carried out in the Hydraulic
Laboratory of the Department ofHydraulics and Catchment Hydrology of
the Wageningen Agricultural University (The Netherlands) (Etse and
Lima, 1987).
Thehydraulic layout of the experiments is shown inFig. 3.
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1 - valve
2_ flowmeter
3- rain simulator
4- flume
4a - flume fulcrum
4b -flume slope lever and indicator
5- tillage model
6- flow sensor
I- automatic discharge recorder
8- underground reservoir
9-pump
10- constant head tank
I I - point gauges

Fig. 3 Hydraulic layout of the experiments.
The laboratory set-up ismainly composed of twounits:
-A channel,with anuniform rectangular cross section of 1.02 mwidth,
in which the tillage model is installed. The slope of the channel can
be adjusted as required with the aid ofa jack.
-A rainfall simulator,consisting of circular plateswith conveyors to
the edges of the plateswhere the drops are formed. The rainfall
simulator gives a uniform distribution and time invariant geometrical
rainfall pattern. Drop shape differed significantly from the
equilibrium shape at terminal velocity owing to oscillations after
release from the drop formers and small drop fall height (Epema &
Riezebos, 1983and 1984). The equivalent diameter of the drops (defined
as the diameter of a spherical drop with the same mass) was rather
large at thedrop formers (upto 8mm). However, most simulated drops
broke up infalling.
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4.3.2 TILLAGE MODELS

The goal of this experiment was ananalysis of the influence of
the shape of tilled soil on depression storage immediately after
soil preparation. The micro-relief of tilled land is subject to
continuous changes due to subsidence of the loosened soil and to
erosion, which leads to cutting of the ridges and filling of the
furrows. As these changes in shape would make repetitions of
measurements
impossible, 4 well defined forms have been used,
representing 3 idealized original stages at preparation and a
plane surface as reference. A brief description of each tillage
model isasfollows (see Fig.4 ) :

T

(a)

"

h3 6 \

plastic corrugations

®

cone rete ridges

•concrete plane
surface
I concrete mounds

®

K oTro*

^ ooo
OO'O
o oo o o
oo o o o o
oo ooo

0

°

W&8
PW

o

i° o

O O O . Q OO
evenly distributed
mounds

clustered mounds

Fig. 4 The tillage models: (a)plastic corrugations; (b) concrete
ridges; (c) concrete mounds; and (d)arrangement of mounds (evenly
distributed and clustered).
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a. Corrugations

Industrial
corrugated plastic sheets (commonly used for
roofing) were choosen to represent a soil treated with a corrugated
roller, e.g. with
a
Cambridge
roller which gives about 8-12
corrugations m~L with a depth of about 50mm (Krause et al., 1984).
The plastic corrugation (27 corrugations m )may be considered as a
1:3 scalemodel.
The total length of the material used in this laboratory
experiment was 9.5 m. The corrugations were placed perpendicular to
slope direction inthe flume. The corrugations thenacted asa storage
during a rainfall event.
These corrugations are representative of a typical harrowed soil
surface for cereal cultivation, suchasmaize, sorghum, millet. This
condition is only possible in mechanized agriculture. With manual
implements, ahigher degree ofgeometrical imperfectionresults.

b. Ridges

In order to prevent soil erosion, contour ridges are practiced
for small root crops like potatoes, onions and sugarbeets. Bigger
ridges are applied in sugarcane growing. In improved agriculture,where
some degree of mechanization has been introduced, yam is often
planted on ridges. These ridges are commonly spaced 1-1.2 m apart.
Thehigher and broader the ridge, the better (Onwueme, 1978).
Ridges constructed of concrete using plywood andwire netting, as
reinforcement, were placed perpendicular to the slope in the flume,
depicting contour furrows. The furrows act as a number of microreservoirs in series.The length of the tillage model was 4.8 m.

c.Mounds

Cassava cultivation on mounds is quite common in the semi-arid
and sub-humid climates of Africa. They range in height from 0.3 to
0.6 m and are spaced from 0.8 to 1m (Onwueme, 1978).
Cones, of base diameter 120mmand apexdiameter 20mm,were made
from concrete and placed onaplane concrete surface. These cones are
about 1:4 scale models of typical moundsused for cultivation of large
root crops.
There exists a wide variety ofarrangements in the layout of
mounds incultivation practice, from regular geometric to irregular
patterns. Inthis study twodifferent arrangements of the mounds were
used:
i) 6 mounds per unit width alternating with 5mounds per unit width
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of the tillage model, resulting in an even distribution. The mounds
(165 intotal) were equally spaced from each other. Thetotal length
of thetillage modelwas4.8m.
ii) Clustered mounds (214intotal)were placed insuchaway as to
create a preferential meandering water path as shown in Fig.4.The
length ofthetillage modelwas4.8m.
In the laboratory flume, a thin sheet of water may flow
downslope with little variation ofdepth inthecross-slope direction.
However, topographic irregularities that occur onnatural slopes are
sufficient to direct most overland flow water into lateral
concentration offlow. Arrangement ii)ofthemounds tried tocreatea
preferential meandering water path.

d. Plane surface

tillage
tested.

To serve as a control for the measurements of the various
models described above, a plane concrete surface was also

4.3.3 HYDRAULIC MEASUREMENTS

The rainfall intensity hasbeenmeasured byaflowmeter.At steady
state therainfall intensitywaschecked against avolumetric discharge
measurement (i.e. a weighing drumanda stopwatch). The range of
possible rainfall intensities varied from 0.009to0.109mms .
The outflow hydrographwasregistered byamagnetic flow sensor
connected toanautomatic continuous recorder.
At steady state, the difference inwater height between the
beginning andendofthetillage modelswasmeasured with thehelp of
two point gauges installed within stillingwells.
The experimentwasrepeated foreach tillage model (corrugations,
furrows, mounds andplane surface), with different slopes (0.5,1,2,3
and 4 % ) , andeach slopewithdifferent rainfall intensities (varying
from 0.009to0.109mm s " 1 ) .

4.4 RESULTS

Primary data collected foreach simulation run(defined as the
experiment conducted with fixed tillage model, slope and rainfall
intensity)were: slope, rainfall intensity, water temperature, mean
depth of flow at flume outlet at steady state and overland flow in
time also atflume outlet.
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For t h e 4 t i l l a g e t y p e s , t h e Darcy-Weisbach f r i c t i o n f a c t o r , f,
was p l o t t e d a g a i n s t Reynolds number, Re, on l o g - l o g a x i s i n F i g . 5.
Linear f i t t i n g was a p p l i e d by t h e s t a n d a r d l e a s t squares p r o c e d u r e .
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Fig. 5Darcy-Weisbach frictionfactor (f)versus Reynolds number(Re),
forthedifferent tillagemodels.
For the different tillage models therainfall intensity, p,was
also plotted against Reynolds number,Re,forsteady state conditions,
in Fig. 6. Although the values of the flow regime parameter, m,
systematically gave valuesofapproximately 5/3 (1.663<m<1.810)for
all the simulation runs indicating in general
turbulent
flow,
Reynolds number fluctuated greatly. According tothelimits quotedby
Turner et al. (1985), theflow regime wouldbemainly transitional.
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10000

From Fig. 6 and owing to the small depth of flow, it isobserved that
Re is highly dependent not only on the rainfall intensity but also
on the type of material of the tillage model (rough concrete
or smooth plastic surface). Also the available area for overland
flow strongly affects the relation p-Re, in Fig. 6 (compare the
concrete plane and the concrete mounds).
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A concrete mounds
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Fig. 6 Reynolds number (Re)versus rainfall intensity (p),
different tillagemodels.

for the

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, when rainfall stops outflow
discharge increased temporarily before recession. This phenomenon
can be explained by the fact that the stopping of raindrop impact
causes a change in the friction slope and the energy gradient line,
owing to the reduction in the resistance coefficient to alower value
(different dissipation of energy). As a consequence, the outflow has
a momentary increase. This peak was not always observed in the
outflow hydrograph.
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Fig. 7Depression storage (analytical)versus depression storage from
water balance considerations for the different tillage models:
(a)
plastic corrugations; (b)concrete ridges; (c)concrete mounds (evenly
distributed and clustered).
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The depression storage, V s , calculated using eq. 10,was plotted
against thevalues obtained fromwater balance considerations, for all
the tillage models (Fig. 7 ) .The values of m, a, t r , t s and Q L used
were obtained from the experimental data. The approximate kinematic
theory appears sufficiently accurate for the determination of depression storage of impermeable surfaces.
Clustered mounds gave anunderestimation of the depression storage
incomparisonwith the evenly distributed mounds (Fig. 7c). This may
be due to alesser suitability of thekinematic-wave assumptions for
the case of the clustered mounds.
InFig. 8, depression storage determined analytically, V s , was
plotted against slope for the evenly distributed mounds. By linear
fitting, lineswere drawn connecting pointswithin specified rainfall
intensity intervals. As expected the Figure shows that depression
storage decreaseswith increasing slope.
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rainfall intensities (p)andfortheevenly distributed m o u n d s .
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4.5 CONCLUSION

Surface depression storage isavery complexnatural process. A
method fordetermining average spatial values for depression storage
from outflow measurements has been developed using simplified
assumptions. Thedepression storage, V s , of tilled surfaces derived
from quasi-steady mathematical analysis of the rainfall-runoff process
by means of the kinematic wave equations checked well with the value
of depression storage obtained fromwater-balance considerations.
It isbelieved that themodel canbeused for the estimation of a
spatial average depression storage if infiltration ispredicted. Field
data are required to evaluate fully the suitability of this formulation
to evaluate depression storage of tilled soil surfaces.
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5 OVERLAND FLOWAND INFILTRATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Infiltration concerns the movement of water into the soil. The
process is affected by the surface entry, the transmission through the
soil and the depletion of storage capacity in the soil. It isgoverned by
soil texture and structure and indirectly by the vegetation covering the
soil surface. A general approach to solve infiltration problems requires
simultaneous solution of the equations describing the process of energy
and mass transfer in a complex system embracing all the zones of water
movement inthe liquid and vapour phases (Maniak, 1982).
The infiltration concepts applied in overland flow models may be
considered as a compromise, as they must be comprehensive and practical.
Therefore factors of secondary importance, such as temperature and concentration of dissolved substances, must be neglected. Thus, simplified
water transport models of one dimension are mostly used.
Literature gives a distinct impression that overland flow and
infiltration have been extensively studied as separate components
(Woolhiser and Liggett, 1967;Kibler and Woolhiser, 1970and 1972;Singh,
1975). The conventional approach has been through the rainfall-excess
concept (Singh, 1978):

R(x,t)-p(x,t) -i(x,t)

for p(x,t)> i(x,t)

R(x,t)•=0

for t< 0

R(x,t)> 0

for 0< t<T

R(x,t)= 0

for t>T

(1)

where R is the rainfall excess (m/s), p is the rainfall rate (m/s), iis
the infiltration rate (m/s), t is the time since the beginning of the
rainfall excess (s)and T is theduration of rainfall excess (m).
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The concept of rainfall excess is more of an artifice than a
reality (Singh, 1978). Although equation (1)describes the principle of
mass conservation, and is useful as such, it neglects the dynamics of
both infiltration and surface runoff. The processes of overland flow and
infiltration occur simultaneously in nature during and after the
occurrence of rainfall. What is required in overland flow modelling isa
combined study of these two components. Infiltration is generally
considered independent of overland flow resulting inweak coupling of the
two processes, i.e. infiltration influences overland flow, but not vice
versa. Up to the time of ponding, computed infiltration rates with and
without accounting for overland flow depth are, of course, identical.
Once ponding has occurred, there is a rise in water depth which may
affect the infiltration rate. Several studies that combine physicallybased models of both overland flow and infiltration components can be
found in the literature (Foster et al., 1968; Smith and Woolhiser, 1971a
and 1971b; Akan and Yen, 1981; Akan, 1985a, 1985b, 1988; Lima, 1987b;
among others).
Infiltration equations are still widely used toestimate the rate of
production of Hortonian overland flow. On real surfaces microtopography
and soil heterogeneity can modify the mean infiltration rate. In this
thesis the rainfall excess concept has been used in Chapters 4 and
Sections 2.4 and 7.1. In Chapter 2.4 a Horton type of equation was used
for the infiltration process (Morinand Benyamini, 1977):

i(t)-f c+ (f 0 -fc)e

with

f c< p<f 0

(2)

where a is a parameter (s ) ,f 0 is the initial infiltration rate of the
soil (m/s),andf c is the final infiltration rate of the soil (m/s).
This Chapter will be devoted to the development of a model (model
KININF) which includes the dynamics of both infiltration and overland
flow. Modelling of overland flow is based on the kinematic-wave approximation. Modelling of infiltration is based on soil moisture flow
theory (in contrast with the Horton type of infiltration equation
mentioned above). Results from a laboratory experiment on a soil flume
under simulated rainwere used to test the model.
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5.2 THEMODEL KININF

5.2.1 Introduction

The model KININF combines a simplified physically based overland
flow model, thekinematic-wave equation, with an infiltration model
derived from soil moisture flow theory.
Figure 1givesaschematic representationofthe mathematical model
andofthe notation used, where:Xisthespace axis along the direction
of flow; Y isa horizontal axis perpendicular to X-axis; Z is the
vertical axis;Histhe axis perpendiculartobothX-axis andY-axis; HOR
isahorizontal axis;and6isthevolumetric water content axis. For
the
grid point j (withaflow depth h-:and
aflowvelocity V J )ofthe X-axis
wehaveintheupper partofthe figureanelementary area (Ax.l)withan
area coveredbymoundsofA, andwithaneffective area for overland flow
of W=l-A/Ax.Inthe lower partofthefigurethesemi-infinitehomogeneous soilissubdivided into layersofequal thickness.Ineachlayer
the
water flux density (F)andthevolumetric water content (0)
arealso
presented. Also inthefigure pistherainfall rate, Sistheslope
gradient andnisalayer index.
The testing ofthemathematical model KININF was done through case
studies (documented Dutch soilswere used)andbycomparisonwith results
obtained ona soil flume under simulated rainfall, fortwodifferent
soils (a loam from Limburg, TheNetherlands, anda clay loam from
Alentejo, Portugal).

5.2.2Theinfiltration model

Vertical non-steady flow of water in unsaturated soil maybe
described bytheone-dimensional continuity equationandDarcy'slaw in
termsofthe matric flux potential concept, respectively:

Sä/St = - SF/Sz

(3)

F=-Sa>(0)/Sz+K(0)

(4)
o

O 1

whereFisthe water flux density (mm" s" ) , $isthe volumetric water
content ( m m ) , K(0)isthehydraulic conductivity function (ms ) ,z
is the vertical coordinate, positive upwards (m),tisthetime (s), and
$(0)isthe matric flux potential (ms~
).
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the model KININF and of the notation
used (see textfor explanation of symbols and figure)
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The matric flux potential $ (Kirchhoff transformation)isdefined
by:

K(h*)dh*
sat

D(9) d$
'sat

with D(fi)=K(9) S\i/Se

9 1

(5)

*

where D(0)isthesoilwaterdiffusivity (nrs ),h(0)isthepressure
head (m)andthesubscript 'sat'referstosaturation.
Infiltration isassumedtobevertical.Anyhorizontal componentin
the saturated or unsaturated homogeneous soil under consideration is
neglected.
Forsimplicity,theclassofsoilscharacterizedbylinearretention
curves and exponential dependencies of the hydraulic conductivity upon
thewatercontent(Raats,1983)wasused:
(6)

h*(0)=h* s a t+7(«-»sat)

É(9-«sat>

(7)

K<0>-K s a te
where7andÇareempiricalconstants(-).
The primary relationships (6)and (7)imply the following derived
relationships:
H8-8aat)
D

(0)=Dsate

where

*(«)=DSat(e

D

sat- yKsat

£(«-»sat>
-D A

(8)

(9)

Equations (3) and (4) were solved numerically using an explicit
finite-differencescheme (Lima,1987):

t+At
(10)

9 - (F -F)At/Az
n
n+1 n
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- ($-$
n

)/Az + (K +K )/2
n-1
n
n-1

(11)

where the subscript 'n' denotes a space level (layer index) and all
non-superscripted variables are evaluated at the time t (see also Fig.
1). K(0)and$(#)were calculated using equations (7)and(9).
The initial conditions are those for a semi-infinite homogeneous
soil,withuniform volumetric water content (0 O ).

5.2.3 The overland flow model

The flow per unit width across a plane surface as a result of
rainfall isdescribed by the onedimensional continuity equation:

6h/5t+ Sq/Sx=R(x,t)

(12)

where h is the flow depth at time t and position x (m);x is the space
coordinate along the direction of flow (m); q is the volumetric water
flux per unit plane width ( m / s ) ; and R(x,t) is the rainfall excess
(m/s).
By assuming that the bed slope equals the friction slope (kinematic
wave assumption) and by using existing open-channel flow friction
equations the discharge at any point and time can be expressed as a
function ofwater depth only,asfollows:

m
ah

(13)

where m is a parameter for the type of flow (-), and a is a hydraulic
coefficient (units dependant on the m value).
Equations (12)and (13) were solved numerically using the explicit
finite-difference scheme known as the single-step Lax-Wendroff scheme.
This scheme is developed by expanding h in a Taylor's series about the
point (h, t+At). The resulting explicit expression forhis:
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h

t+At
- h
j
j

At
[(ah m ) -(ah m ) - 2.Ax.R ]+
2Ax
j+1
j-1
j

At 2
+

[(amh1"-1) + (arah™-1) ][ (ah m ) -(ah m ) -Ax.R ]
4 Ax
j+1
j
j+1
j
2

j

At2
4

+ (R

Ax

2

[ (amh111"1)+ (amh111"1) ][ (ah m ) -(ah m ) -Ax.R ]+
j
j-1
j
j-1
j

t+At
-R )At/2
j
j

(14)

where all non-superscripted variables on the right-hand side are
evaluated at the time t, and jdenotes a space level in the x direction
(see also Fig. 1).
This finite difference scheme has been used successfully by Kibler
and Woolhiser (1970 and 1972), Lane et al. (1975), Rovey et al. (1977),
Freeze (1978), Wu etal. (1978), and Lima (1987b), among others.
In this work the upstream boundary is assumed to be at zero depth
(h(0,t)- v(0,t) = 0, where v is the overland flow velocity in m/s) and
the downstream boundary is a continuing plane (along the direction of
flow). Inthe first phase ofmodelling zerodepth initial conditions were
assumed, i.e. an initially "dry" surface (h(x,0)=0 for all x; v(x,0)-0
for all x) with or without surface depression storage and an upstream
boundary condition ofno flow.

5.2.4 Depression storage,detention storage and obstacles

In terms of depression storage the model is based on the Hortonian
approach: all depression storage must be filled up toallow a thin sheet
of overland flow to build up. Depression storage is thus defined as the
amount of water held in surface depressions, which may be evaporated or
infiltrated.
Detention storage is the storage effect due to overland flow in
transit. The water held by detention storage either runs off or infiltrates.
Obstacles like earth and vegetation mounds are taken intoaccount in
the overland flow process considering a reduction of the possible
available flow path area.The infiltration into the obstacles is supposed
tobe equal to that of the remaining area.
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5.2.5 Stability conditions

The following stability conditions were used respectively for the
overland flow (Constantinides, 1981; Stephenson and Meadows, 1988) and
the infiltration (Remson et al., 1971; Stroosnijder, 1982) finite
difference schemes:
At/Ax < l/Cmah111"1)

(15)

2
At< 0.5 (Az)/D(9)

(16)

5.2.6 The combined model of overland flowand infiltration

The mathematical model consists of simultaneous solution of
equations 10, 11 and 14. Solution is simultaneous in the sense that
solutions move concurrently in time with boundary conditions being
interdépendant.
The slope is subdivided into compartments, in between grid points,
assuming uniform conditions of rainfall, infiltration and soil moisture
profile within each compartment. The computational procedure for each
time tand for each grid point j starts by solving the finite difference
scheme for vertical unsaturated flow (equations 10and 11)and consequent
determination of the infiltration rate (equivalent to the water flux
density Fat the soil surface)and the rainfall excess rate (equation1 ) .
These calculations are followed by the solution of the explicit Lax
Wendroff scheme for overland flow (equation14).

5.2.7 The computer model

The model consists of amain computer program and three subroutines.
The main program performs a major part of the algorithm. The subroutines
solve the Lax-Wendroff scheme and the finite differences scheme for
unsaturated vertical flow,and print part of theresults.
The input data required to run the computer program KININF.FOR are:
surface data:
S
L
W
A
a
m
Dg

= steepest slope of the plane ofbest fit (-)
=length of the field (m)
=width of the field (m)
=area covered bymounds (%)
=hydraulic coefficient (-)
=parameter for the type of flow (-)
=depression storage (m)
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rainfall data:
p(l)
t(l)
p(2)
t(2)

= rainfall data from time 0to time t(l) (m/s)
= end of time interval of p(l) (s)
= rainfall data from time t(l)to time t(2) (m/s)
= end of time interval ofp(2) (s)

p(j) = rainfall data from time t(j-l)to time t(j) (m/s)
t(j) = end of time interval ofp(j) (s)
soildata:
D s a t = saturated soil water diffusivity ( m / s )
Ç
= empirical constant (-)
K^sat
saturated hydraulic conductivity (m/s)
initial volumetric water content ( m m )
»o
s a t = saturated volumetric water content ( m m )
otherdata:
TM
= total simulation time (s)
At
= time increment (s)
Ax
= space increment inthe xdirection (m)
Az
= space increment in thevertical direction (layer index)(m)
File names

Time and space increments (At, Ax and Az) and file names are asked
via the monitor. The remainder of the input data required to run the
program are read from adatafile.

Themodel KININF creates 4output data fileswith:
1) water depth, flow velocity and volume of water stored in depressions
per unit area, in time (at chosen intervals) and in space (at grid
points). Information of start and stop of the overland flow process is
alsogiven.
2)hydrograph of overland flowatx=L.
3)infiltration rate at the soil surface, intime (at chosen intervals),
and at any chosengridpoints.
4) soil moisture profiles in time
chosengridpoints.

(at chosen intervals), and at any
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5.2.8 Test runs

5.2.8.1Overland flow and Infiltration for amedium fine sand

The model KININF was run for a medium fine sand with the following
input data:

surface data:
S
L
W
A
a
m
»S

= 2%
= 20m
= 1m
=0
= 2.87
= 1.68
= 0.001 m

rainfall data:
P(D
t(D
p(2)
t(2)
p(3)
t(3)

oth erdata:

= 0 . 1 5 mm/s
= 180s
- 0.02 mm/s
= 240s
- 0.10 mm/s
- 360s

TM
At
Ax
Az

= 570s
= 2s
= 2m
= 0.02 m

The soil data isgiven inTable 1.
Fig. 2 shows, in graphie form, some possible outputs of the model
KININF, namely advance of the wetting front at x=L/2, overland flow
hydrograph atx=L and infiltration rate intime at x=L/2, andwater depth
and flow velocities in time and space. In Fig. 2Q is the overland flow
discharge.

5.2.8.2Comparison of overland flowhydrographs for different soils

InFig. 3a comparison ismade ofhydrographs of overland flow for6
different soils (see characteristics inTable 1 ) ,assuming equal friction
factors, rainfall pattern and geometric surface characteristics. Also,
the same space and time increments have beenused:

surface data:
S
L
W
A
a
m
De

= 2%
= 20m
= 1m
=0
= 2.87
= 1.68
=0

rainfall data:
p(l)
t(l)
p(2)
t(2)
p(3)
t(3)

othe rdata:

= 0 . 1 5 mm/s
= 180s
= 0 . 0 2 mm/s
= 240s
= 0 . 1 0 mm/s
= 360s
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TM
At
Ax
Az

« 570s
= 2s
= 2m
= 0.02

m

0

8(-)
ei-]
O 0. t 0.2 0.3
0 0.) 0.2 0.3
0 0.1 0.2 0.3

0.02

e(-)
0 0.1 02 0.3

ei-)

—*•
t = 350s

t = Os

0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.12
Z(m) 1

MODEL KININF

O at L
(l/s)

Overland flow hydrograph atL
• Rainfall

Infiltration rate atL

Fig. 2 Outputs ofmodel KININF for amedium fine sand.
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Table 1 Measured physical data of some Dutch soils (After Rijtema, 1969
and Stroosnijder, 1976)

K

2
ßsat^"1 / s )

sat(m/S)

SOIL TYPE

0sat(m3/m3)

?(-)

xlCT6

xlO"6

medium c o a r s e s a n d

34.72

88.3

53.0

0.365

medium f i n e s a n d

12.70

100.0

60.8

0.350

f i n e sand

5.89

18.3

27.6

0.364

l o e s s loam

1.67

8.3

25.9

0.455

loam

0.59

4.0

22.8

0.503

l i g h t clay

0.15

4.2

20.3

0.453

OVERLAND FLOW
HY0R0GRAPHS:
A

medium coarse sand

+ medium fine sand

start
Is)

stop
Is)

36

502

34

556

o

fine sand

5

624

•

loess loam

4

668

x

loam

4

730

•

light clay

2

738

MODEL KININF

Fig. 3 Comparison of hydrographs of overland flow for 6different soils
(see Table 1for soil physical data).
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5.3 LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS ON SOILFLUMEUNDER SIMULATED RAIN

5.3.1 Introduction

To determine the performance of the model KININF in predicting
overland flow, infiltration and soil moisture movements, laboratory
experiments have been carried out, by using a soil flume and a rainfall
simulator.
The experiments referred to in this Section are part of research
carried out in the Department of Hydrology, Soil Physics and Hydraulics
of the Agricultural University Wageningen to study water erosion
processes like crust formation, erosion of soils with rock fragments,
overland flow and sedimentdischarges.
The rainfall simulator used in the experimental work belongs to the
Department of Irrigation and Civil Engineering of the Agricultural
University Wageningen.

5.3.2 Laboratory set-up

The laboratory set-up (Fig. 4) was mainly composed of two units:a
soil flume and arainfall simulator.

1 i11I I11 1II I 11 I l ^ " i Q '

0.08r

collection of liquid
and solid discharges
'collection of
percolation in
upstream half of flume

'collection of percolation in
downstream half of flume

Fig. 4 Sketch of the laboratory set-up
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The laboratory soil flume Is 1m long, 0.5 m wide,and 0.08 mdeep.
The sides are made of Perspex up to a height of 0.12 m above the soil
surface.The flume hasno buffer zone for splash. The bottom of the flume
consists of a metallic perforated plate to collect percolation water; a
synthetic filter was placed over this perforated plate. Percolation
discharge can be collected separately for the upper and downstream halfs
of the soil flume. Subdivision of the flume area into five independent
strips of 0.1 m wide is possible (designated here as plots 1 to 5 ) .Accordingly, in the downstream end of the flume, one or a group of five
discharge collectors canbe installed.
The programmable rainfall simulator used is similar to the one
described by Neibling et al. (1981) and Foster et al. (1982). The
simulator uses oscillating nozzles (continuous spraying with lateral
oscillation across slope) of the type Spraying Systems Veejet 80100,
sprinkling downwards and producing intermittent rainfall. Four aluminium
troughs, each with three nozzles, are installed across slope to cover an
area of 6x2.5m . Nozzle height is setatabout 2.4 m andnozzle spacing
at 1.10 m apart in each trough. The spacing between troughs is 1.52 m.
Different rainfall intensities are obtained by controlling the frequency
with which the nozzle sweeps across an opening above the surface under
study. The duration of off-periods between spray applications and the
frequency with which each nozzle sprays significantly affects infiltration rates, uniformity of flow depth, and smoothness of the rising limb
of the overland flow hydrograph (Sloneker and Moldenhauer, 1974; Foster
et al., 1982).
The rainfall simulator is claimed to generate an uniformely
distributed rainfall pattern. The uniformity of the rain flux was
studied by Foster et al. (1982) and Maanen and Vincentie (1986). Foster
et al. (1982)found for the same type of rainfall simulator a coefficient
of uniformity (Christiansen, 1942)of approximately 86%for the rainfall
intensity within an area bounded by four corner nozzles. This percentage
was found independent of the rainfall intensity over the range 25to 125
mm/hr. For the rainfall simulator used in the present study Maanen and
Vincentie (1986) obtained uniformity coefficients of around 85% in an
area covered by 12nozzles (6x2.5 m ) ,over a rainfall intensity range of
about 16 to 112mm/hr.
The impact velocity of the drops generated by this type of nozzles
are nearly equal to impact velocities of natural raindrops when the
nozzles are about 2.4 m above the surface (Neibling et al., 1981).
However, ithas been reported by Foster et al. (1982)that the drops are
slightly smaller than natural raindrops and, consequently, the impact
energy of the drops is about 75Z of natural rainfall, the median drop
size being 2.25 mm, with drop terminal velocity of 6.8 m/s.The experiments have been carried out in stagnant air with room temperature of
approximately 18 degrees. Rain water temperature was approximately 13
degrees.
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Twosoilswere studied:aloamfromLimburg (TheNetherlands)anda
clay loam from Alentejo (Portugal).Soil properties are presented in
Table 2,where ps istheaverage particle density (kg/m)and pisthe
averagesoilbulkdensity (kg/m).
OtherinputdataforthemodelKININFare:

(a)forthesoilfromLimburg:
surfacedata:

rainfalldata:

S
L
W
A

P(D

a

m
Do

-10%
=1 m
=0.1m
-0
=100
- 1.67
-0

t(l)
P(2)
t(2)
P(3)
t(3)

otherdata:

- 0.03741
«900s
=0mm/s
=0s
=0mm/s
=0s

mm/s

TM
At
Ax
Az

=1020s
-0.25s
=0.1m
=0.0025

(b)forthesoilfromAlentejo:
surfacedata:
S
L
W
A
a

m
De

=10%
=1 m
=0.1m
=0
=40
=1.67
=0

other data:

rainfalldata:
P(l)
t(l)
P(2)
t(2)
P(3)
t(3)

=0.03741mm/s
=900s
=0mm/s
=0s
=0mm/s
=0s
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TM
At
Ax
Az

=1020s
=0 10s
=0 1m
=0 002m

Table 2 Measured and estimated physical dataoftheloamfromLimburg
andtheclayloamfromAlentejo.

Clayloam(Alentejo)

Loam(Limburg)

SOILTYPE

Measured (AfterLima,1989)
eo

(m3/m3)

«sat ( « i W )
J

0.0107

0.006

0.506

0.411

ps

(kg/m )

2640

2730

P

(kg/m3)

1150

1370

Estimated (AfterRijtema,1969andStroosnijder,1976)
K s a t (m/s)xl0"fa
D

ra2

sat(

£

6

/s) xlO"

(-)

1.67

0.1134

13.3

5.0

25.9

66.8

The experiments have been performed for initially dry soilconditions, i.e., using soil which was air-dried during several weeks.The
soilshavebeensieved througha 5.6 mmmeshscreen,andplacedloosely
intheflume.Constantrainfallrateshavebeenused.
The solid and liquid discharges from the experimental runs have
been collected in pre-weighted containers at variable time intervals
(depending on discharge variations). Sediment discharges have been
determinedbyoven-dryingandweighingofthesamples.
Overland flow velocity measurements were done using dye tracing
(Abrahamsetal.,1986).
For some of the runs, the advance of the soil moisture front in
time was recorded by observing at several locations theadvance ofthe
wet front through the Perspex wall, over the length of the flume.
Boundaryproblemswerenegligibleincomparisonwithspatialvariationof
theadvanceofthewettingfront.
Further details on the laboratory set-up and procedures are
presentedbyLima(1989)andGiménez(1989).
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5.3.3 Results

For both soils the physical properties S0, Ss a t p s and p were
determined experimentally, and K s a t D s a t ancl £were estimated (Table 2:
Rijtema, 1969 and Stroosnijder, 1976)). The parameters a and m were
estimated from overland flow velocity measurements. No calibration
procedure wasapplied totheparameters.
Experimental and simulated (predicted with model KININF) overland
flow hydrographs show good agreement (Figures 5 and 6 ) .With respect to
the overland flow hydrographs, the model efficiency coefficient is94.2%
and 93.1% for the soils from Limburg and Alentejo, respectively. The
model efficiency coefficient isdefinedas:

RE= (C-B)/C

(17)

with

»-s (Qobs,t- Qpred.t ) 2

c

(18)

-s tQobs,t- £(Qobs,t/n) I 2

<19)

where RE is the model efficiency coefficient (RE=1 indicates a perfect
fit, while negative values indicate poorer estimates than by using the
mean runoff), B is the sum of squares of residuals, C is the sum of
squares of deviations of observed flow values from their mean, and n is
the number of observedvalues.
The observed advance of the soil moisture fronts over the length of
the flume aregiven inFigures 7and 8.Figures 9and 10compare measured
soil wetting fronts (average over the flume length) with KININF's
estimate of the soil moisture profiles at different times. For the soil
from Limburg the model efficiency is, in this case, of 72.2%; for the
soil from Alentejo this analysis isnot possible due to the small number
of observed data.
Differences between observed and simulated values may be caused by
many factors.Although care was taken in placing the soil in the flume,
uniform density has not been achieved. Also the measurements of the
physical properties of the soil have not been made exactly for the same
conditions. Further, the estimated soil parameters may deviate from the
realvalues.
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Fig. 5 Measured and simulated overland flow hydrographs (model KININF)
for theloam from Limburg (The Netherlands)

Fig. 6 Measured and simulated overland flow hydrographs (model KININF)
for the clay loam from Alentejo (Portugal)
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•

1.00m

008m

Fig. 7 Observed saturation profiles over the flume length for the loam
from Limburg (The Netherlands)

1.00m.

0.08m

S = 10V.

filter

Fig. 8 Observed saturation profiles over the flume length for the clay
loam fromAlentejo (Portugal)
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Fig. 9 Comparison of measured soil moisture profile fronts and corresponding results from the model KININF for the loam from Limburg (The
Netherlands)
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Alentejo (Portugal)
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5.4 CONCLUSION

An infiltration model has been combined with the kinematic-wave
equations for overland flow,with interacting boundary conditions at the
soil surface, resulting in a mathematical model of overland flow under
rainfall on an infiltrating surface. The model KININF is based onamuch
simpler concept of unsaturated flow through porous media than, for
example, the model by Smith and Woolhiser (1971)which is based on the
Richardson equation.
The model can be used to describe overland flow in small plots or
microcatchments when appropriate physical parameters are known. It
provides a simple way of visualizing overland flow in different infiltrating surfaces.
Sensitivity analysis has been done through case studies (Lima,
1987). The performance of the model has been tested with data from a
laboratory soil flume under simulated rainfall. The results show good
agreement between the model and the experiments. Further refinement of
the proposed model is possible and desirable. This may include coupling
of the model with a sediment transport model, and testing of the model
against fielddata.
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The experimental station of Vale Formoso (Alentejo, Portugal),
referred to inthis Section, isdescribed inAppendix C.
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J.L.M.P. de Lima
Department of Land &Water Use and Department ofHydraulics & Catchment
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Summary
Many morphological factors affect overland flownamely: slope gradient,
slope length, shape of the slope and slope exposure toprevailing winds.
This paper contains a discussion of the effect of morphological
characteristics of slopes on the overland flow process.The analysis of
the different effects ispresented through case studies.
Although the effect of themorphological factors on the overland flow
process may be strongly reduced by soilproperties, soil roughness,
vegetation cover and effective rainfall patterns, it isbelieved that its
effect cannotbe neglected.
Keywords: overland-flow, slopes,hillslopes,morphology, water-erosion.
Introduction
Overland flow isaffectedby many factors such as soil characteristics,
climate, vegetation, topography, geology, land use, man made
constructions such as roads,etc.The size of adrainage basin and the
areal distribution of all those factors alsohave a strong influence.
Overland flow is theprimary flow inurban runoff, in runoff from rock
outcrops and in surface runoff from some small drainagebasins.
Many morphological factors affect overland flow on slopes namely: slope
gradient, slope length, shape of the slope and slope exposure toprevailing winds. The degree towhich morphological aspects influence overland
flow isclosely related to other factors such as soil characteristics,
climate, vegetation, etc. For example insemi-arid areas,where Horton
overland flow isa fairly common phenomenon, topography seems to have a
slight influence on the overland flowproduction (Dunne & Leopold, 1978).
Most humid regions may experience saturation overland flow (Dunne &
Leopold, 1978), and topography is of importance indetermining where
overland flowwill occur. The removal ofvegetation from a forest area
can lower the infiltration capacity enough to generate large amounts of
overland flowwhere previously runoffwas a slow subsurface percolation.
This paper contains adiscussion of the effect ofmorphological characteristics of short slopes on overland flow.Use ismade ofboth numerical
and analytical techniques, and laboratory and field experiments.
Results
Slope gradient
Slope gradient isone of themajor factors affecting overland flow. The
interdependence of slope gradient and water erosionhazard has been
studiedby various authors and shows that the intensity of the erosion
process increases with growing tangential shear stress andvelocity of
the overland flow sheetboth ofwhich are closely related to the slope
(Holy, 1980).
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Slope gradient influences the amount of infiltration and consequently
of overland flow. The greater the slope gradient, the greater is the
portion of the rain that runs off as overland flow. Asmore water runs
off, thevelocity is increasedboth asa consequence of the steepness of
the slope and the greater depth of overland flow. However for avertical
rainfall the amount of rainper unit area decreases with slope steepness,
this effect being considerable for very steep slopes.For inclined
rainfall the effect maybe evenmore significant.
Fig. 1showshydrographs of overland flow obtained in a laboratory
experiment in an impermeable concrete model withmounds simulating the
cultivation of large root crops -likeyam - in Africa. The rainfall
intensity was approximately the same in the different cases. Slope
affects the shape of the outflowhydrographs.

Fig. 1. Effect of slope gradient onoverland flowhydrographs.
Slope length
For the same conditions, slope lengthwill affect discharges and water
depths and consequently overland flowhydrographs.This is particularly
importantwith respect towater erosionproblems.
Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of slope length on simulated overland
flow hydrographs ina sandy loam. Use wasmade of themodel KININF, that
combines the kinematic wave equations for overland flow with an
infiltrating model derived from soil moisture theory (Lima, 1987).

SURFACE :
PLANE
SLOPE =

1%

SOIL :
SANDY LOAM
SAT. CONDUCT =1-91 x 1 0 ~ 6 m / s
INIT. HOIST CONT ; 0 100
SAT MOIST CONT. = 0 1,65

Fig. 2. Effect of slope length on overland flowhydrographs.
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Fig.3.Effectofslope shapeontherising limbofhydrographs.
Slope shape
Manyaretheshapes usedtorepresent real slopes in overland flow
studies: planes,cascadeofplanes,convexandconcave surfaces, segments
of cones etc.Theoverland flowprocess isstrongly affectedbytheshape
of the slopes. This is notonlybecauseoftheoverland flow process
itselfbutalsobecauseoftheeffective rainfall rateatthesurface.
Fig.3givestheoverland flow hydrographs for strips of concave,
convex andplane surfaces usingtheanalytical kinematic modelofLima&
Molen, 1988.Theshapeoftheslopeisdeterminantinthe assessment of
the shapeoftherising limboftheoverland flowhydrographs.
In convex slopesboth steepness,drainage area,anddepthofoverland
flow increase towardsthefootoftheslope. Comparisons madeof erosion
intensity on different slopes (Holy, 1980)have shown thatthehighest
intensitiesarereachedonconvex slopes, and the lowest on concave
slopesforthesame lengthandelevation. These resultsareinaccordance
withtheformoftherising limbofthehydrographs (Fig. 3 ) .
Slope exposure
Inanexperimental station locatedin Alentejo (semi-arid region of
Portugal),15standard field plotsof20x8.33m 2with slopes ranging from
10to20%were studiedwith respecttorainwater erosion.It was found
that fieldswith slopesofaround 20%showed less erosion than slopesof
10% forthesame amountofrunoff,whichisattributed,to the orientationofthefieldswith respecttothedominant directionofthewinds.
Lima (1988)showedtheinfluenceofwind intensityandprevailing wind
directionwith respecttothepositionoftheslopeonboththeeffective
rainfall intensity and the mechanics oftheoverland flow processon
slopes. They affect overland flow in the following ways: angle and
velocityofimpactofraindrops,splash shape,tangential shear stressin
thewater-air boundary,andeffective rainfall patternatground level.
Considertwoimpermeable slopes approximatedbytwoimpermeable planes
of different orientations with respecttotheinclined rainfall. Assuming
equal slope characteristics andanangleofincidenceoftherainof45°,
the overland flow hydrographs at the bottom of thetwoslopesare
comparedfortwodifferent rainfall patterns measured with horizontal
raingauges (Fig.4 ) .Thehydrographsforthetwoslopes have remarkable
differences,asexpected.
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Fig. 4. Effect of slope exposure onoverland flowhydrographs.
Conclusion
The major morphological factors affecting overland flow are: slope
gradient, slope length, shape of the slope and slope exposure.Although
the effect of themorphological factors on the overland flowprocess may
be strongly reduced by soil properties,soil roughness,vegetation cover
and effective rainfall patterns, it is believed that it cannot be
neglected. Slope gradient and length are presumed tobe factors that more
strongly affect overland flow process. The shape of the slope is
determinant in the assessment of the time topeak and of the shape of the
rising limb of the overland flowhydrographs.The slope exposure is also
of great importance incase of slopes exposed to strongwinds from some
prevalent direction.
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7 OVERLAND FLOW UNDERWIND-DRIVEN RAIN

For purpose of clarity some equationspresented in Section 7.1 are
derived inAppendix A.
Recognition of the key assumptions is essential for understanding
the type and limitations of a model and its role inpractical applications. In Appendix B the assumptions behind model WROF (described in
Sections 7.1 and 7.2) are presented together with a listing of model
inputs and outputs.
Also the experimental station of Vale Formoso (Alentejo, Portugal), referred to in Section 7.1, isdescribed inAppendix C.
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7.1 THE INFLUENCE OF THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE OF THE RAINFALL ON THE
OVERLANDFLOW PROCESS
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The influence of the angle of incidence of the rainfall on the overland
flow process
J.L.M.P. de LIMA
Department of Land & Water Use, and Department of Hydraulics &
Catchment Hydrology, Agricultural University Wageningen, Nieuwe
Kanaal 11,6709PA Wageningen,The Netherlands

ABSTRACT This paper analyses the influence of the angle of
incidence of rainfall in the overland flowprocess. A method, based
on thekinematic wave theory, ispresented inwhich overland flow,
under rainfall from any dominant direction, issimplified by taking
a one-dimensional flowprocess bymeans of spatial rotation of the
surface (assumed to be a plane). Further the acceleration of gravity
ismodified at every instant to take into account the effect of the
impinging' raindrops. A computer program was developed to solve
numerically the kinematic-wave equations for overland flow under
inclined rainfall and alsoconsidering theeffect of thewind shear
stress and of the splash. Wind tunnel experiments in the laboratory
were conducted inorder to test themodel.
INTRODUCTION
Agricultural use of the soil ismostly limited to the upper few
decimeters.
Through natural but also social and political
decisions, through haste and carelessness, soils are being
needlessly eroded by both wind and water. Loss of surface soil
through wind and water erosion means decreased soil fertility as
well as reduced storage in reservoirs and reduced capacity of rivers
to carry flood flows because of sedimentation.
Wind erosion as well as rainwater erosion have drawn the
attention of various researchers. Several factors that affect wind
erosion are also influencing rainwater erosion, namely soil
erodability, surface roughness,climate,relief, vegetation, tillage
practices, etc.. However,wind velocity and wind-velocity profiles
over different types of soil surfaces were studied only with respect
to wind erosion. Wind effects are not generally considered in
overland flow and rainfall erosion studies.
Wind may cause rain to fall at considerable inclination.
Resultant angles of 40 to60° (measured from thevertical)have been
found in storms with wind speeds of up to 10 m/s (Sharon, 1980).
Moreover, theeffective depth of rainfall that is actually incident
on sloping ground differs greatly from measurements in conventional
raingauges (Struzer, 1975)• Also the hydraulics of theoverland flow
process is affected.
In an experimental station located inAlentejo (semi-arid region
of Portugal), 15 standard field plots of 20x8.33 m2 with slopes
ranging from 10 to20%were studied with respect to rain water
erosion. It was found that fields with slopes of around 20%showed
less erosion than slopes of 10%and 11%for the same amount of
runoff, which is attributed to theorientation of the fields with
respect to thedominant direction of thewinds (Ferreira et al.•

1985).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The angle of incidence of the rainfall
The rain can be represented by avector r making an angle 6
(0(vert.) ^ O(rad)^ n/2(hor.)) with thevertical and having an
azimuth UJ(0<:w(rad)^ 2 IT).Thedetermination of tocanbe made with
any recording wind vane.The angle 6is assumed constant within each
time interval, in space and over thedrop spectrum and may be
measured directly by means of photography, by simple visual
observation, or can be estimated by:
8 =arctan (V / V T )

(1)

where V (is"'| is the average horizontal wind speed near the soil
surface (during rain storm)and VT (ms"' ) is the terminal vertical
speed of raindrops.
The terminal vertical velocity of the raindrops may be estimated
as a function of their size (Epema&Riezebos, 1983). Wind may limit
theupper size of raindrops.
Actual impact velocity is often greater than the terminal
velocity of the raindrops because ofwind effects which may impart
an added velocity component (thus increasing thekinetic energy of
the raindrops). The speed of impact will be
V* =/fVT'd +V d)

(2)

whereV* (ms"') is theimpact speed of theraindrops.
The rain gauges measure the intensity of rainfall which is the
projection of the rainfall vector r(t)on a vertical line and

N : north direction
ab: steepest slopeof
the surface
PLANE 1 contains r
PLANE 2 contains ab

Fig. 1 Sketch showing the different angles.
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integrated over a horizontal surface (neglecting the possible
influence of thewind pattern around the rain gauge):

(3)

r(t)cos 0
The rain intensity has tobe adjusted to the overland flow
surface, according to the relation between thesteepest line of the
ground surface and the rain vector (Fig.1 ) :
PgauCg

Pgou[cosn+ tan6sina(coscocosSi+sinusinH)]

(4)

where a(0(hor.) <a (rad) <ir/2(vert.))is the angle of the surface
with the horizontal, fi (0<Œ(rad) < 2TT) is the azimuth of the
slope (uphill direction), and CK„u a raingauge efficiency
coefficient.
The rotation directions in threedimensions (Fig. 1) were chosen
in such away that in the twodimensional case (Fig. 3) the positive
angle ismeasured in theclockwise direction.
,In Fig. 2,C,!iiu (eq. 4)was plotted in three dimensions against
8and (u- 9.) for a fixed slope gradient of TT/16, illustrating the
importance of the correction for inclined rainfall on sloping
surfaces.

Fig. 2C0„„

ainst Sand (u>-fi)for fixed a.

Considering theeffect of inclined rainfall
Owing to its simplicity, thekinematic wave approach has been
frequently used to solve unsteady flow problems.The equation of
continuity for shallow water flow may be writtenas:

(5)

ah/at + 3q/3x =p(t) - i(t)
where h is the flow depth (in)at time t, and position x, q is the
volumetric water flux per unit plane width (m2 s~'), p(t) is the
rainfall rate (ms"').and i(t)is the infiltration rate (m s"').
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Amethod, based on the kinemati
which overland flow, under rainfall
simplified by taking aone-dimensi'
spatial rotation of the surface (ass
acceleration of gravity is modified
account theeffect of the impinging
1973)• According to the sketch of
plane and thenew ficticious ace
willbe:

c wave theory, ispresented in
from any dominant direction, is
onal flow process by means of
umed tobe aplane). Further the
at every instant to take into
raindrops (Kilinc& Richardson,
Fig. 3, thenew angle a'of the
eleration of gravity g' (ms~2)

a' = a-<p

(6)

g' =g F cos <i>/ Fi

(7)

moreover
<S>=arcsin (F2 sine'/ F)

(8)

6'= arctan (tan6cos(m-1))

(9)

2

2

.IT F1 +Fj +2Fi Fj cosI

(10)

Fx+Ax
:/

h(x,t) dx

(U)

where <]> is the angle of rotation of the surface (rad), ö' (-ff/2•£
';'(rad) v< Ti/2) is the angle of incidence of the rain with the
vertical , Fi is the forceexpressing gravity in the elementary
section (N), F2 is the force coming from raindrops impinging on the
elementary section (N), F is the sum of forces Fi and F2, andAx is
the space increment of thenumerical scheme. To obtain an estimate
of the force F2, the impulse-momentum principle was used:
= Axr-p e

V*

(12)
3

where Pis the density of thewater (Kg m " ) , and a
is the fraction
of F2 transmitted to the flowing water sheet (N).
The remaining
fraction would go to the soil , detaching and
splashing soil
particles in bare soil, forexample.
By assuming that the bed slope equals the friction slope
(kinematic wave assumption) and by using Darcy-Weisbach equation, we
can express the discharge at any point inspace and time as a
function of thewater depth only, asfollows:

q=

h"1

with ß= /(8g' tana' /f)

where m (approximately 3/2) is a parameter for the typeof flow, 3
is ahydraulic coefficient, and fis the Darcy-Weisbach friction
factor.
The parameter m, is relatively stable (Singh, 1975) and is kept
constant throughout the simulation. On the other hand ß will be
given aphysical or quasi-physical interpretation, reflecting the
effects of surface slope,rainfall,wind and hydraulic roughness on
the depth of flow, and will change continuously according to eq.
(13).
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mm wind shear stress ( force F3)

mfhour wind shear stress (fores F3|

Fig. 3Determination of a'

Considering theeffect of thewind in thewater-air boundary
Wind velocity isnever constant but highly turbulent. Under neutral
conditions, when temperature is constant with height, themean wind
speed increases linearly with the logarithm of the height (Sellers,

1965):

(IM

V w = C ln(z/zo)
where V w (ins~')is thewind speed at the height z, zo is the
roughness length (m), and C is a constant (ms"')•
Laboratory aswell as outdoor experiments of turbulent flows show
that (Vennard et al.. 1982)

C=u*/k=

(l/k)

A\/cOIr)

(15)

where k is the Von Karman constant (approximately 0.4),T is the
frictional shear stress (Pa), Pair is the density of the air
(Kg m " 3 ) . and u* is the friction velocity (ms"').
The tangential wind shear force, Ft, can then be expressed in
terms of Tby:
F3 =Ax W Tcos(io-n)

(16)

with
[ Vk/ ln(z/zu) Y

(17)

where W is the fraction per meter of surface width covered by the
water sheet.
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u* and zo can be obtained from the wind profile (using logarithm
scale in thevertical axis). Otherwise, knowing thevelocity V at
the height z and using equations (16) and (17). F3 can be
estimated, taking the roughness length of theoverland flow sheet as
approximately 0.2 mm (Holtslag, 1987). In slopes with many mounds
(vegetation, earth, rocks,etc) F3may become negligible because of
higher roughness lengths of the mounds and smaller area covered by
the water sheet. Inunstable conditions, when the temperature
increases or decreases strongly with height, theprocedure proposed
by Holtslag (1987), might be applied instead of equation (17).
Taking into consideration theeffect of the wind (force F3) the
following'changes have tobe made inequations (8)and(10):
arcsin [(F_- sin8'+F3 cosa)/F]
2
F,

/[
Fj Fi sin

(18)

2( F_'Fj cos 6'sin a+

F-i in a)]

cos a +Fi F2 cos6'

(19)

where <!i'is the angleof rotation of thesurface (rad), considering
F,,and F' is thesum of forces Fi,F2 and F3.
The wind velocity used in the calculation of 8(eq. 1 ) , may be
obtained by averaging thewind profile from z„ to the height z
(standard measuring height of thewind speed at the meteorological
station -normally 10m)
V =u* z [ln(z/z„) - 1 ]/[(z -z„) k]

(20)

finput
initial
conditions

calculate
wind effeci

the simulation
1 =0 . T s i m u l

calculate

CQlcuiate a ' , g' and ß
with / w i t h o u t t

n u m e r i c a l scheme
( l a x wenoroff)
upslope flow

Fig. 4Master flowchart of themodel.
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Considering theeffect of the splash
The simple model developed by Zaslavsky & Sinai (198l) was used.
Additionally, theeffect ofoblique rain was considered altering the
magnitude of the asymmetry of thesplash of an angle a, in the
direction of thewind.

The computer program
A computer program WROF (Wind, Rain and Overland Flow) was
developed tosolve thekinematic-wave equations for overland flow
under inclined rainfall from any direction and also considering the
effect of the wind shear stress and of the splash. The numerical
scheme used was the explicit single step Lax-Wendroff method. It
allows flow of water both up and down the slope according to
rainfall conditions, plane surface position, wind characteristics,
splash characteristics and hydraulic overland flow characteristics
(Fig. <4).
The elevation at grid points in any shape of field can be fed
into the program. However, care must be taken in the application of
theprogram in the case ofnon-homogeneous topography. The plane of
best fit will be assumed as the average overland flow (sheet flow)
basis. The area covered by mounds was estimated by comparing at
every instant the topographic elevations of the field at grid points
with those of the plane of best fit raised with the depth of
overland flow. Since WROF is anumerical model it is possible to
have variable parameters, in time and space, without any serious
computational difficulty.

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the experimental set-up and
variables measured.
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VERIFICATION OFTHE MODEL:WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENT
Evaluating efficiently in the field the phenomena instudy is very
difficult due to the factorof time and space, and lack of control
over the variables envoived. Wind tunnel experiments in the
laboratory were undertaken (Lima, 1989) inorder to provide a
preliminary insight into theproblem and to test themodel.
The wind tunnel is a low-speed, open-circuit one and ismade of
wood and plastic sheets (Fig. 5)- A rainfall simulator was installed
inside thewind tunnel. The wind profile obtained is aneffect of
the tunnel construction and of the rainfall simulator and does not
agree with natural wind velocity profiles. The model WROF was
adapted for that situation. Wind speed is adjusted roughly by means
of the velocity of rotation of the fan and checked with a portable
anemometer. The angle of incidence of the rain was estimated by
injection of dye in thedrop formers, and measuring thedistance at
which the coloured drops hit thewater sheet.
Fig. 6 shows theeffect of different wind velocities in the
overland flow hydrographs. Less discharge at L (Qdown)for higher
wind velocities isdue to an increase of discharge at theorigin of
the impermeable plane( Q u P ) .

SIMULATED
1moael

Fig. 6 Influence of thewind in thehydrographs of overland flow.

Simulation with themodel WROF gave good results (Fig.6)both in
the estimation of the initiation of theoverland flow process at L,
and with respect to the shape of the hydrographs. In these
experiments theeffect of thewind shear stress was very pronounced
due to the small impact velocity of the raindrops and because of the
smoothness of thesurface. Themodel was run with hydraulic data
(i.e. fand m)obtained from vertical rainfall experiments.
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EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION
Consider two impermeable slopes approximated by two impermeable
planes of different orientations with respect to the inclined
rainfall. Assuming equal slope characteristics and an angle of
incidence of the rain of 45", the overland flow hydrographs at the
bottom of the two slopes are compared for two different rainfall
patterns measured with horizontal rain-gauges (Fig. 7 ) .
The
hydrographs for the two slopes have remarkable differences, as
expected (Lima, 1988).
1

RAINFALL

Inm/s!

e^i.5" \

\

\

\

\

SURFACES
IMPERMEABLE

PLANES

SLOPE ^ 25 %
CARC Y WEISBACH , f - 0 5
V E . IMPACT DROPS - 9 m / s

S

10

TIME ( m i n t

Fig. 7Overland flow hydrographs at the bottom of two slopes.

CONCLUSION
Wind intensity and direction influence both the effective
rainfall pattern and themechanics of theoverland flow process on
slopes. They affect overland flow in the following ways: shape,
size, angle and velocity of impact of raindrops, splash shape,and
tangential shear stress in thewater-air boundary.
The effects of the wind shear stress and splash are small in
comparison with the effect of the inclined impinging raindrops for
high intensity rainfalls. However the effect of wind shear stress
may be significant when a thin water sheet covers the entire soil
surface and for low intensity rainfalls.
The physically based mathematical model introduced and verified
in this study is not themost sophisticated one possible. The
simplified model may prove tobe accurate enough for practical
purposes in the assessment of the factors affecting overland flow
under inclined rainfall. This may lead to abetter understanding of
the water erosion problem and how it can be coped with.
Further improvement could be the coupling of this model with a
sediment transport model.
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Overlandflowundersimulatedwind-drivenrain
J.L.M.RdeLima
DepartmentofLandandWaterUse,andDepartmentofHydraulicsandCatchmentHydrology,Agricultural
UniversityWageningen, Wageningen,Netherlands

ABSTRACT:Theeffectsofinclinedrainfallandthewindinducedshear-stressonoverland
flowhavebeeninvestigated inanexperimentalstudy.Theseprocesseshavebeensimulated
inawindtunnelhavingvariableslope.Upslopeblowingwindwasfoundtodelaythe
occurrenceofoverlandflowandincreasethedepthofwateroveranimpermeableplane.
Evenupstreamdischargehasbeenobserved.Theimplicationsoftheseresultstooverland
flowmodellingarediscussed.

RESUME:Cetarticle traitel'effetdelapluieinclinéeetdel'effortdecisaillementdu
ventsur1'écoulementsuperficiel.Desexpériences ontétéeffectuéesaumoyend'une
soufflerieaérodynamiqueàpentevariable.L'effet duventsoufflantversl'amontse
manifesteparunretarddel'écoulement superficieletparuneplusgrandeépaisseurde
lacouched'eausurunesurface imperméable.Unedéchargeàl'amontaaussiétéobservée.
Lesconséquencesdecesrésultatspourlamodélisationdel'écoulement superficielsont
discutées.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG:EinflüssevonschràgfallendemRegenundvomWindverursachten
SchubspannungaufdenOberflächenabflusswurdenineinerexperimentelleStudie
untersucht.DiesephysikalischeVorgängewurdenineinemWindkanalmitvariablenGefälle
simuliert.DerbergaufwehendeWindhatnichtnurdenBeginndesAbflussesverzögertund
dieWassertiefeüberdieundurchlässigeOberflächevergrössert,ersorgtesogarfür
AbflussgegenGefälle.DieFolgenobengenannterResultateaufdieModellierungvon
OberflächenabflussvorgängewerdenindiesemAufsatzerörtert.

NOTATION
R-effectiverainfallrate(m/s)
5-slopegradient
t-time(s)
t r-timefrombeginningofraintostart
ofoutflowatx-L (s)
Vw=windspeedattheheightz(m/s)
Vwater-overlandflowvelocity (m/s)
x=distancefromtopofplane(m)
WROF-numericalmodel (Wind,Rain,and
OverlandFlow)
z=measuringheightofVw (inthis
experimentshalfdistancebetweenwater
sheetanddropformers)(m)
zo-roughnesslength(m)
a-angleofthesurfacewiththe
horizontal (degrees)
6-angleofincidenceoftherainfallwith
thevertical (degrees)
p
air-densityoftheair (Kg/m3)
T-windfrictionalshearstress(Pa)

Thefollowingsymbolsareusedinthispaper;
a—dischargevariationduetowind(1/s)
b-dischargevariationduetowind (1/s)
c-dischargevariationduetowind (1/s)
d-dischargevariationduetowind(1/s)
D-distanceatwhichdropshitthewater
sheet(m)
e-dischargevariationduetowind (1/s)
f-Darcy-Weisbach frictionfactor
k-vonKarman'sconstant(s»0.4)
L—lenghtofworkingsectionofthe
overland flowsurface(m)
m-exponentofflowdepth (kinematicflow
approximation)(approximately 5/3for
turbulentflow)
n—numberofobservations
Qdown-dischargeatx-L (1/s)
Qup-dischargeatx-0 (1/s)
r—regressioncoefficient
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Fig. 1Schematicrepresentationoftheexperimentalset-upandvariablesmeasured.
1INTRODUCTION
Windactiononthesurfaceofbodiesof
waterproducessuchphenomenaaswind
waves,winddrivenandwavecurrents,
seiches,windtides,etc (Baines&Knapp,
1965, Wu,1975,Kranenburg,1987, etc).
Alsowindmaycauseraintofallat
considerable inclination (Umback&Lembke,
1966, Struzer,1972,Sharon,1980).Falling
throughalogarithmicwindprofile
(expectedprofileunderrainstorm
conditions,Rosenbergetal., 1983),
raindropsarriveatthesurfaceretaining
mostofthehorizontalmomentumthey
possessedat1Qmheight (Caldwell&
Elliott,1972).Allthesefactorsaffect
theoverlandflowprocess,which isfurther
complicatedbytheeffectsofimpinging
raindrops (Shen&Li,1973).Althoughmany
rainfalleventsareaccompaniedbystrong
winds (Lylesetal.,1974,Lyles, 1977),
onlylimitedknowledge isavailableonthe
influenceofwindonoverlandflow.
Thispaperdealswiththeeffectsof
inclinedrainfallandwindinducedshearstressontheoverlandflowprocess.Wind
affectsoverlandflowinthefollowing
ways:effectiverainfallpattern,shape,
size,angleandvelocityofimpactof
raindrops,splashshape,andtangential
shearstress inthewater-airboundary
(Lima,1989).
Evaluatingthesephenomena,inthefield,
Isverydifficultduetothefactorsof
timeandspace,andlackofcontrolover

thevariables involved.Inordertoprovide
apreliminary insightintotheproblemand
totestthenumericalkinematicmodelWROF
(Lima,1989)alaboratoryexperimentwas
undertaken.
Windblowingovertheoverlandflowsheet
canbedivided intotwocomponents:(1)
longitudinalwindblowingalongthe
steepestlineofthesurface,and (2)the
crosswindblowingperpendicularly tothe
sameline.Thelongitudinalwindcausesa
changeofthedrivingforceoftheoverland
flow.Moreover,theseeffectsbecomeeven
morepronouncedasanupslopeanda
downslopewindinduceoppositeeffects.The
crosswindcausesachangeofflowpathas
theoverlandflowsheetispushedsideways.
Inthisexperiment winddirectionwas
alwaysupslopeandparalleltothesurface.
The resultsoftheexperimentalrunsare
analysed.Intheseexperiments theeffect
ofthewindshearstresswasvery
pronouncedduetothesmallimpactvelocity
oftheraindropsandbecauseofthe
smoothnessofthesurface.Theimplications
oftheseresultstooverlandflowmodelling
arediscussed.

2EXPERIMENTALSET-UP
Thelaboratoryexperimentwascarriedout
intheHydraulicLaboratoryofthe
DepartmentofHydraulics&Catchment
HydrologyoftheWageningenAgricultural
University.Thelaboratory set-upwas
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mainlycomposedofthreeunits:
(a)channel,withanuniformrectangular
crosssection1mwide,inwhichawind
tunnelwasinstalled.Thesurfacewasa
smoothimpermeableplane (paintedplywood).
Theslopeofthechannelwasadjustable;
(b)rainfallsimulatorconsistingof
circularplateswithconveyorstotheedges
oftheplateswherethedropsare
formed.Therainfallsimulatorgivesa
uniformlydistributedandtimeinvariant
geometricalrainfallpattern.Dropshape
differedsignificantly fromtheequilibrium
shapeatterminalvelocitydueto
oscillationsafterrelease fromthedrop
formersandsmallfallheight (Epema&
Riezebos, 1984).Theequivalentdiameterof
thedrops (definedasthediameterofa
sphericaldropwiththesamemass)was
ratherlargeatthedropformers (upto8
mm).However,dropbreakupexisted,
increasingwithwindspeed;
(c)low-speed,open-circuit windtunnel
madeofwoodandplasticsheets,havinga
workingsection1mwide,1mhighand
2.517mlong.Therainfallsimulatorwas
installedinsidethewindtunnel.
Fig.1showsaschematicrepresentation
ofthelaboratory set-upandthevariables
measured.
Therainfallintensitywasmeasuredbya
flowmeter.Theoutflowhydrographs (ofQup
atx—0,andofQdownatx-L)were
registeredbyamagneticflowsensor
connectedtoanautomaticcontinuous
recorder.AtsteadystateQdownwaschecked
againstagravimetricdischargemeasurement
(i.e.aweighingdrumandastopwatch).For
no-windconditions,velocitymeasurements
ofoverlandflow (Vwater)weremadeusing
dyetracing.
Thewindprofileobtainedwasaneffect
ofthetunnelconstructionandofthe
presenceoftherainfallsimulator inside
it,anddoesnotagreewithnaturalwind
velocityprofiles.Adecreaseofthewind
profileathigherlevelwasduetofriction
withtherainfallsimulator.Windspeedwas
adjustedroughlybymeansofthevelocity
ofrotationofthefanandcheckedwitha
movableanemometer.Theanemometerpermits
measurementsatadistanceof25mmofany
border.Notethatthewinddirectionin
thisexperimentswasalwaysupslopeand
paralleltothesurface.
Thefan(axialfan)hada1.64kW
electricmotorat1200r.p.m.,whichwas
connectedtoavariabletransformer.This
fantypeiscommonlyusedforthe
ventilationofstablesandcerealstorage
buildings.Theairsuckedtothewind
tunnelwasdryairfromthecentrally
heatedhydraulic laboratoryroom.
Theangleofincidenceoftherainwas

estimatedbyinjectionofdyeinthedrop
formers,andmeasuringthedistanceat
whichthecoloureddropshitthewater
sheet.
Theangleofincidenceofthesimulated
rainwasfoundtobe independentofthe
rainfallintensity.Howeverthisanglewas
slighlychangedbytheslopegradient
because theslopeaffectedthepositionof
therainfallsimulator (kepthorizontal
Insidethewindtunnel)(Fig.1and2).
slope 3V.
V w =0.00728 • 1.64 In ( 6 )
fn= 6 r =0.986)
5

^ Y

t

slope 5 7.
V w =0.26* . 147 In 19)

3

l n = 8 , r=0.977)

2
I •
0

Fig.2Windspeedversusangleofincidence
ofrainfall,forslopesof3and5%.
Raindropsfallingthroughthewindprofile
donotadjusttheirspeedsimmediatelyto
thewind.Thetrajectoryofthedropswas
approximately linearduetonearlyconstant
accelerationcomponents intheverticaland
winddirections,aninitialzerovelocity
atthedropformers,andasmallfall
height.Thevelocitycomponentofthedrops
inthewinddirectionatImpactpointwas
muchsmallerthantheaveragewindvelocity
(Vw):fortheslopeof5%,around0.4Vw
for8-30 degrees,and0.15Vwfor9-5
degrees.Thus,stressesdevelopedwhich
deccelerate theair.However,theresulting
decreaseofwindspeedwasveryslightand
wasneglected.
Experiments (54runs)wererepeatedfor
each slope (3and5%)withdifferent
averagewindspeed (rangingfrom0to6
m/s),andeachwindspeedwithdifferent
rainfallintensities (rangingfrom0.04to
0.18 mm/s). Insomerunsitwasthe
rainfall intensity thatwaskeptconstant
forvaryingwindspeeds.

3RESULTS
Lessdischargeatx-L (Qdown)forhigher
windvelocities isduetoanincreaseof
dischargeattheorigin,x—0,ofthe
impermeableplane (Qup)(Fig.1).Inthese
experiments theeffectofthewindshear
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stress was very pronounced due to the small
impact velocity of the raindrops and
because of the smoothness of the surface.
The frictional wind shear stress T,
assuming that the mean wind speed increases
linearly with the logarithm of the height
(Rosenberg et al., 1983), can be expressed
by:

T- Pair [Vw k/ ln(z/zo)

(1)

the time of initiation of overland flow at
x-Ldecreases for increasing slope
steepness. This can be seen in Fig. 5
comparing the solid lines (S - 3%) with the
dashed lines (S - 5 %) for approximately
the same effective rainfall rate,R. Also
the form of x - t r (assumed linear due to
high regression coefficients: 0.977 to
0.999) is affected. The steeper the slope
the smaller is the effect of T on t r (Fig.
5).
R
lmm/5}
0109
0078
0.039

where z was taken as half the distance
between water sheet and drop formers,
because of the decrease inwind speed near
the rainfall simulator. (See the notation
list for symbols and units.)
The value of the hydrodynamical roughness
length (zo)was for these experiments
0.0002m, and was found through calibration
of various runs with the model WROF (see
section 3.3).In these experiments the
water sheet covered the entire surface (a
smooth impermeable plane). Higher values of
zo should be expected for rougher surfaces.
R
(mm/s)
0.108

1

S = 3 7.

Qdown

a

Fig. 4 Effect of slope on observed
hydrographs of overland flow (Qdown), for
three rainfall rates(R).
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3.2 Experiments with variable wind speed
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Fig. 3 Influence ofwind on observed
hydrographs of overland flow (both for Qdown
and Qup).
3.1 Experiments with constant wind speed
In Fig. 3, the effect of the wind speed is
assessed for approximately equal rainfall
patterns.Wind speed delayed the start of
overland flow at x-L ( t r ) , and increased
the amount*of water pushed slope upwards
(Qup).
Fig. 4 presents the effect of
slope for approximately the same wind and
rectangular rainfall patterns. At a steeper
slope we obtain more discharge at x-L
(Qdown). For the same rainfall intensity

Experiments with variable wind speed
consisted mainly in starting and stopping
wind at fixed intervals and observing the
discharge behaviour at the extremes of the
surface (Qdown and Q u p ) .Fig. 6 shows the
general behaviour of Qdown in time and for
a certain fixed rainfall when awind speed
of 5.9 m/s is suddenly started and stopped
after one minute. The decrease of discharge
due to sudden start of wind was found to be
approximately equal to the increase of
discharge due to the sudden cessation of
the same wind (b--d in Figures 6 and 8, and
also b-a+c). However b became larger thand for higher rainfall intensities (Fig.8 ) .
Fig.11shows a complete sequence of
discharge variations due to a sudden stop
and start of a series of different wind
speeds.
Discharge variations considered as a
function of the effective rainfall rate
(R), can be correlated with the wind speed,
i.e. with the wind frictional shear stress
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shear
stress
riPa»

line

R(l/s)

1
2

0-271
0.270

y= 0.030 X- 0.U3
y=0.01Sx - 0.136

0.977
0.997

3
4

0.197
0 184

y = 0 0 2 3 x - 0176

0.999
0.897

5
6

0.105
0.099

dischargevariations,i.e., a, b, c andd
(seeFig.6)asafunctionofwindspeed
forthe5%slopegradient.Remarkablythe
shapeofa_tendstoaconstantvaluefor
higherwindvelocities (withinthesame
measuredrangeofVw).
Thedifferenteffectswhichinducethe
temporaryincreaseofdownstreamdischarge
withrespecttosteadystateconditions
were (rankingbyimportance):
(i) suddenstopofwind;
(ii) suddenstopofwindandrain;
(iii)suddenstopofrain.
Theseeffectsareshownfortworainfall
ratesinFig.12.
Theincreaseofdischargeduetoasudden
stopofrainandwind (caseii)islower
thantheincreaseduetoonlythesudden
stopofthesamewind (case i),mainly
because inthelattercaseanewhigher
steadystatedischargeunderrainfallwill
bereached.Case (iii)createdthesmallest
increaseofthethreecases.
Whenrainfallstops (caseiii)outflow
discharge (Qdown)increasestemporarily
beforerecession. Thisphenomenoncanbe

r

equation

y= 0.019»- 0.237
y=0.0*9 x - 0882
y=O.OI0x- 0210

0.999
0.978

tr(s)

Fig.5Shearstressasafunctionoftimeto
startoverland flow (t),forvarious
rainfallrates (R)andslopesof3and5%.
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steady stole
with V^ = 5.9 m/s

1
Start wind
of 5.9 m/s

stop wind
of 5.9 m/s

Fig.6Dischargevariations intime,atx-L,
forasuddenstartandstopofawindof5.9
m/s.
(T). Whenplotting (b/R)and(-d/R)against
shearstressTalinearrelationisfound
(Fig. 9),but (Qup/R)againstTyieldsa
Fig.7Dischargevariationsasafunctionof
curvetowhichanexponentialrelationhas
windspeed (Vw),forvariousrainfallrates
beenfitted (InFig.10,simpleexponential
curvewasfittedtothedata).Fig.7gives (R)•Fora,,b,c_andd.seeFig.6.
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explainedbythefactthatthestoppingof
raindropimpactcausesachangeinthe
frictionslopeandtheenergygradient
line,duetoreductionoftheresistance
coefficienttoalowervalue (different
dissipationofenergy). Asaconsequence,
theoutflowhasatemporaryincrease. This
peakwasnotalwaysobservedintheoutflow
hydrograph.

b

Il/s)

tinea r regression
b=-U22d - 0.004~ \
[n=54; r=0.994|

f

perfect tit
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Fig. 8 Plot of b versus -d ( s e e a l s o Fig. 6)
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Fig.11Observeddischargevariationsasa
functionoftime,forsuddenstartandstop
ofvariouswindspeeds(Vw).

FIg. 9 P l o t of b/R and -d/R versus T.

3.3TestingofthemodelWROF(Lima,1989)
Simulationwiththenumericalkinematic
modelWROF (Wind,Rain,andOverlandFlow)
gavegoodresultsbothintheestimationof
theinitiationoftheoverlandflowprocess
atx-L,andtheshapeofthehydrographs,
althoughthestrongerthewindspeedthe
morefluctuationswereobserved (Fig.13).
Themodelwasrunwithhydraulicdata
(i.e.fandm)obtainedfromverticalrain
experiments.Sensitivityanalysisshowed
thattheroughnesslength (zo)isan
importantparameter intheassessementof
windeffectsonsheetflow.

Fig- 10PlotofQup/RversusTforthe5%
slop«
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ofdischarge,atx=L(Qdown), fortwo
rainfallrates (R).

Theroleofwindonoverland flowwas
discussed.Windintensityanddirection
influenceboththeeffectiverainfall
patternandthemechanicsoftheoverland
flowprocess.
Windblowingupslopewasfoundtodelay
thestartofoverlandflowandincrease
waterdepthalongthesurface,leadingto
theexistenceofafinitewaterdepthat
x-0accompaniedbyupslopedischarge (Qup).
Thedecreaseofoverlandflowatx-Ldueto
thestartofacertainwindspeedwas
highlycorrelatedwiththesubsequent
Increaseofflowduetostoppingthesame
wind.
Theeffectofthewindshearstressand
splashweresmallincomparisonwiththe
effectoftheinclinedimpingingraindrops
forhighintensityrainfalls.Howeverthe
effectofwindshearstressmaybe
significantwhenathinwatersheetcovers
theentiresurfaceandforlowkinetic
energyoftherain(lowintensityrainfalls
or,asintheseexperiments,smalldrop
fall height).
Theresultsofthelaboratoryexperiments
describetheimportanceofwindinthe
overlandflowprocessunderrainfall.
Neglectingwindeffectsinrainfall
simulationstudiesmightbeacauseof
errors.Transferabilityoftheseresultsto
thefieldisnotobvious.Moreresearchis
neededoneffectsofwind-rainforceson
overlandflowandsoilsurface,andonthe
magnitudeandfrequencyofwindsassociated
withrainsinareassusceptibletowater
erosion.

SURFACE:
impermeable plane
slope = 3 V.

60

120

180

240

300 time Isi

Fig. 13SimulationwiththemodelWROF (Lima,1989).
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ABSTRACT

Inclined rainfall leads to errors in the assessment of effective
precipitation inareaswith rugged relief. This affects many hydrologie
studies like hydrologie forecasts, water erosion, determination of
conditions for flash flood formation, determination of cropping
conditions,etc..
In this paper a nomograph is presented for the rain-gauge
correction factor ( C „ a u ) . C „ a u is a factor by which rainfall measured
in a standard horizontal rain-gauge ( P K a u ) has to be corrected to
obtain the rainfall flux actually received on the inclined surface
under study (P a c t = C „ a u P g a u ) • ^he correction factor is assumed tobe
a function ofwind (with constant wind velocity), type of rainfall,and
inclination and orientation of the sloping surface with respect to the
oblique rain.

7.3.1 INTRODUCTION

When computing the rate of soil erosion by rainfall, or when
determining the amount of water available to crops, for example, it is
important to assess by how much the amounts of precipitation received
on sloping ground differ from the amounts measured by a standard
horizontal rain-gauge, and by how much they differ from one valley
slope toanother.
The actual rainfall (P a c t). i.e. the rainfall flux intercepted on
sloping ground, depends on the angle of incidence of the rain, the
inclination of the surface,and the relative orientation of the sloping
surface to the rain vector (Struzer, 1972; Sharon, 1980;Wakimizu et
al., 1988). Thus, for a given inclination of rainfall, the proportion
of rain actually intercepted by a sloping surface will differ from the
rainfall collected in a horizontal rain-gauge ( P K a u ) . The rain-gauge
correction factor (C„ a u ) is a multiplier by which rainfall measured in
a standard horizontal rain-gauge ( P g a u ) has to be corrected to obtain
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the rainfall flux actually received on the inclined surface under study
' p a c t = gau"gau'•
Knowledge of the predominant direction and inclination of rainfall
would be of assistance in planning the use of hillslopes as water
catchment areas. The predominant direction of wind-driven rain is
oftendifferent from that of the general prevailingwinds.
As an illustration let us consider the four cases of Fig. 1. In
case (a) the rainfall is vertical, the surface is horizontal and,
consequently, cgau=-'-• *f *-he trajectories of the raindrops are
rectilinear and parallel in the entire space above the three surfaces
of cases (b),(c)and (d),standard horizontal rain-gauges installed on
those surfaces will show the same precipitation. In case (b) the
rain-gauge and the horizontal surface will receive the same amount of
rainfall, thus C „ a u is also 1. However, the rainfall flux intercepted
on slope (d) (C„ au >l) is higher than on slope (b) (C„ au =l) and (c)
(Cgau<l).
Mounting a rain-gauge at ground level parallel to the slope would
give a direct sample of the rain received per unit area of slope. In
this case application of the nomograph suggested herein is no longer
necessary.

Fig. 1 The rain-gauge correction factor ( C g a u ) for different relative
positions of the rainfall and receiving ground surface (in two
dimensions).
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7.3.2 THE NOMOGRAPH

To facilitate the determination of the rain-gauge correction
factor a nomograph is presented (Fig. 2)where C g a u is assumed tobe a
function of wind, type of rainfall, and inclination and orientation of
the receiving surface with respect to the oblique rain. The nomograph
isbased on trigonometrical equations and ona logarithmic wind-profile
(see Appendix).
In the upper-left quadrant of the nomograph we read the angle of
incidence of the rainfall (8, on thevertical axis, inbothdegrees and
radians) from the wind speed (V w , on the horizontal axis, positive to
the left) and type of rainfall. The types of rainfall used in the
nomograph are: drizzle, normal, and shower with terminal vertical
raindrop speeds (V T ) in the range of 1-2, 2-6, and 6-10 m/s,respectively. Thewind speed (V w )used inthe calculation of thenomograph is
the wind measured at 10 m height (standard measuring height at
meteorological stations). In the calculation of the wind profile, the
value of the roughness length (z 0 )used was 0.0002m (fetch ofwater as
in sheet flow, Holtslag, 1987). Although other values of z Q may alter
the wind profile near the surface, the angle of incidence is not
significantly affected, since raindrops falling through a logarithmic
wind profile arrive at the surface retaining most of their horizontal
speed (Caldwell & Elliott, 1972). Therefore, a height of 10 m for
measuring wind speed isconsidered representative fordetermining 6.
In the upper-right quadrant the orientation of the receiving
ground surface with respect to the rain vector is taken into account
through the difference between the azimuth of the rain vector (o>)and
the azimuth of the slope (ft)(uphill direction),both angles measured
clockwise. Again we have the angle of incidence of the rainfall (0)in
the vertical axis. For values of the angle (u-ft)larger than n, the
value 2ir -(ui-0)should be used. Notice that the pairs of (u-ft)values
are symmetric with respect to TT/2.
In the lower-right quadrant of the nomograph we find the slope
gradient (S, in %) of the receiving ground surface, or the angle with
the horizontal (a, in radians) for surfaces steeper than S-30% .The
rain-gauge correction factor (C„ a u ) is read on the vertical axis
(positive downwards). In this quadrant attention should be paid to the
value of the angle (w-ft). For values of (w-ft)greater than n/2 (i.e.,
for wind blowing downslope) the dashed lines should be used, and for
values of (u-ft)smaller than n/2 (i.e., for wind blowing upslope) the
continuous and dottedlines.
Incase ofvertical rain (Vw=0 and 8=0), C „ a u canbe read directly
on the vertical axis (C„ a u axis, positive downwards) at the intersection of the dashed lines (w-ft> TT/2)with the continuous lines (w-ft<
n/2) , for the respective value of a or S.
Results obtained using the nomograph are correct insofar as the
resultant azimuth and inclination of drops (function of the wind
speed) can be specified within narrow limits. This implies that a
constant wind speed is assumed, which may be unrealistic in a convec-
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tive storm when drop size and wind velocities vary all the time.Other
aspects that may cause error in the utilization of the nomograph are
the effects of topography on local variations in rainfall (Sharon,
1980), and the fact that no allowance is made for local turbulence
created by the rain-gauge,or for itsexposure.

7.3.3 EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION

Consider a measured wind speed of V w =10 m/s (measured at 10 m
height) during a rainfall event of normal characteristics, i.e. with
an assumed average terminal raindrop speed of V^ r 4 m/s.The azimuth of
the slope (uphill direction)and of the rainare,respectively, ß=0rad
and W=TT/8 rad. The slope gradient is S=20% .Questions: (1)What is the
average angle of incidence of the rain?; (2)What is the precipitation
received in relation to horizontal rain-gauge?; (3)Same as (2)but
wind blowing in the opposite direction, i.e. in the downslope direction?. Following the arrows in Fig. 2, the answers are: 6 ~ 3T/8 rad,
and C „ a u - 1.4 and C „ a u - 0.6 entering w-fl=7r/8andw-Q- 7n/8, respectively.
In case of no wind (V w ),rain will be vertical (6=0), and C „ a u
independent of the type of rainand of the orientation of the receiving
ground surface. C „ a u can be read directly on the vertical axis (C„ a u
axis, positive downwards) only as a function of the inclination of the
receiving surface.For example, ifV=0 and a=jr/4(S=100%)we find C„_..
- 0.7.

7.3.4 CONCLUSION

Inclined rainfall leads to errors in the assessment of the actual
precipitation inareaswith rugged relief.This affects manyhydrologie
studies like hydrologie forecasts, water erosion, determination of
conditions for flash flood formation, determination of cropping
conditions, etc..Thenomograph presented enables a quick quantitative
estimation of the correction factor (C„ au ) of horizontal rain-gauges,
for both vertical and inclined rainfall falling on sloping surfaces.
However, care should be taken in the use of the nomograph and in the
interpretation of the results. In the construction of the nomograph
drop size and wind velocities were assumed constant in time, and no
allowance is made for the local turbulence created by the rain-gauge,
or for its exposure.Also the effects of topography onlocal variations
inrainfall may cause an error intheutilization of thenomograph.
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Fig. 2 Nomograph for the rain-gauge correction factor (C„au) as a
function of wind, type of rainfall, and surface inclination and
orientationwithrespecttotheobliquerain (Seetextforexamplesof
application).

APPENDIX -Equationsusedtoconstructthenomograph
The rain can be represented by a vector making an angle 6 [0
(vertical downwards)< 6 (rad)< w/2 (horizontal)]with thevertical
and having an azimuth w [0 < u>(rad) < 2TT, with u measured in
clockwisedirection].Theangle $canbeestimatedby:
6=•arctan(V/VT)

(1)

where V (m/s) is the average horizontal wind speed near the soil
surface (during rain storm) and VT (m/s) is the terminal vertical
speedofraindrops.
The rainmeasured with ahorizontal rain-gauge isadjusted tothe
rainactuallyreceivedoninclinedgroundsurface,usingthecorrection
factor(Lima,1989):
C„ a u=cost*+tan#sinacos(w- Q)

(2)

where a [0(horizontal)< a (rad)< n/2 (vertical)]istheangleofthe
surfacewiththehorizontal, Q[0<O (rad)< 2JT ]isthe azimuthof
the slope (uphilldirection,measured intheclockwisedirection),and
C g a u istherain-gaugecorrectionfactor.
Under neutral conditions, when temperature is constant with
height, the meanwind speed increases linearly with the logarithm of
the height (Rosenberg et al., 1983).The average wind velocity, V,
usedinthecalculationof(, isobtainedbyaveragingthewindprofile
from z 0 (roughness length) to the height z (measuring height ofthe
windspeedatthemeteorological station, V w ) :
V=z[ln(z/z0)-1]/[(z -z0)k](r/P a i r ) 1 / 2

(3)

with
T

=Pair[v wV ln(z/z0)] 2

(4)

leadingto
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V= z V w [1 -l/ln(z/z0)]/ (z -z 0 )

(5)

where k is the Von Karman constant (approximately 0.4), r is the
frictional shear stress (Pa),and p a ^ r is the density of the air
(1.209Kgm" 3 at 100kPa).
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Summary

1 Introduction

This study emphasises the importance of
raindrop splash anisotropy as a factor
affecting splash erosion. Slope, wind and
overland flow velocity were found to be
thefactors contributing to the anisotropy
of the splash. With the help of photography the asymmetry of the corona shape
of the raindrop splash was recorded for
the different factors. Only one equivalent
drop diameter (3.5 mm) was studied.

Detachment of soil particles by raindrop impact is the first and fundamental phase of sediment production (MORGAN 1981).
The surface water depth is the major variable affecting splash shape. At
zero depth droplets leaving the impact
point have strong horizontal components
(photo 1). If the surface is covered
with water, the familiar splash corona
is created (photo 2). Radial and circumferential irregularities then develop
on the corona, initiating the break away
of splash droplets from the corona edge
(confirmation of the works of MUTCHLER 1967, MUTCHLER & LARSON
1971, MUTCHLER & YOUNG 1975,
GHADIRI & PAYNE 1980, SAVAT
& POESEN 1981, POESEN & SAVAT
1981, MOSS & GREEN 1983, FERREIRA 1984, TORRI et al. 1987,etc.).

Résumé
Cette étude met an évidence l'importance
de l'anisotropie de l'éclaboussement des
gouttes de pluie comme facteur responsable de l'érosion d'éclaboussure. Il a été
démontré que les facteurs qui déterminent cette anisotropie sont la pente de la
surface, le vent et la vitesse de l'écoulement superficiel. L'asymétrie de la forme
coronaire de l'éclaboussure des gouttes à
été enregistrée à l'aide de photographies
pour les trois facteurs indiqués. Seulement les gouttes de diamètre equivalent
à 3.5 mm ont été considérées.

However, splash anisotropy should be
identified as an important factor in the
determination of the direction and extent
of soil erosion. Asymmetry of individual
splashes can be caused by a combination
of the following factors:
(i) slope,

ISSN 0933-3630
©1989 by CATENA VERLAG,
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(ii) wind, and
(iii) overland flow velocity.
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Photo 1:Impact of a 3.5 mm diameter drop on a roughdry surface (sand roughness).
Scale is in mm.

Photo 2: Impact of a 3.5 mm diameter drop on a stagnant water layer with a depth
of approximately 3 mm. Scale is in mm.
Using aphotographic set-up the asymmetry of the corona shape was assessed
for the different factors in a qualitative
way. Only one equivalent drop diameter
(3.5 mm) was studied (see photo 1).

2 Experimental set-up
In splash studies, photographic equipment is generally necessary (ELLISON
1947a, b, MUTCHLER 1967, MUTCHLER & YOUNG 1975, MOSS &
GREEN 1983, GHADIRI & PAYNE
1980, EPEMA & RIEZEBOS 1984,etc.).
The laboratory set-up consisted of a dark
SOIL TECHNOLOGY -A cooperating Journal of CATENA
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room in which a falling drop interrupts
an infra-red beam connected to a time
delay device which triggers a flash light.
The time delay device can be adjusted
in order to trigger the flash at the instant when the drop or splash are in the
required position.
Two major set-ups were used: set-up
(a) for oblique and vertical drops falling
into a stagnant water layer with a depth
of approximately 3 mm (fig.l); and setup (b) for drops falling vertically into
a sloping surface (of Perspex) covered
with a flowing water layer with a depth
of approximately 3 mm (fig.2). The drop
former (tubing-tip drop former) was installed at 3.5 m height and generated
drops with 3.5 mm equivalent diameter.
Tap water was used for both drop former and overland flow. The latter issued
from a constant head tank. The slope
of the overland flow Perspex surface was
adjustable. The drop formation time interval was long enough to let the generated waves in theshallow water dissipate.
Water temperature was around 20°C.
The angle of incidence of the drops
was estimated by measuring the distance
D, i.e. the horizontal distance from initial
vertical fall position to point of impact
(fig.l).
The shape of simulated raindrops and
the relation between size and drop velocity have been discussed elsewhere
(EPEMA & RIEZEBOS 1983, 1984).

3 Results and Discussion
Slope, wind (affecting both drop and
splash droplet trajectories) and overland
flow velocity were found to be the factorscontributing to the anisotropy of the
splash:

3.1 The effect of slope
REEVE (1982) explained the asymmetry of splash on sloping surfaces as well
as the reason why more splash droplets
are ejected downhill, by generalizing the
droplet ejection velocity vectors to all azimuthal angles on a slope.
Photo 3 shows the splash asymmetry
of a vertical drop falling on a sloping,
flowing water layer.
3.2 The effect of the wind: oblique
drop trajectories
Several physically based models for the
dispersion of splash droplets ejected from
a water drop impact have been constructed (ZASLAVSKY & SINAI 1981,
REEVE 1982, etc.). In these models
splash droplets disperse in stagnant air
after impact of vertically falling raindrops. In nature, however, rain more
often falls inclined under the effect of
the wind and it is desirable to have a
model to allow for such conditions.
The dependence of net soil transport under oblique rain has been experimentally observed by MOEYERSONS (1983) and by POESEN (1986)
in the field. In the model described by
WRIGHT (1987) theeffect of the oblique
rain is to alter the values of the parallel
and normal components of the incident
drop velocity, and consequently to alter the direction and magnitude of the
anisotropy of the splash. This means
that, neglecting the effect of wind on the
corona and droplets, the splash obtained
from (a) a raindrop falling at an angle 0
with the vertical (fig.l) on a stagnant water layer is assumed to have exactly the
same splash shape as (b) a drop falling
vertically on a sloping surface making
the same angle a = 0 with the horizontal (fig.2) and with a water layer of the
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drop former
j

photocell
''//A ' ' m e delay
device

wind

sh lights

stagnant water layer of ~ 3mm

Fig. 1 :Laboratory set-up (a): obliqueand vertical dropsfalling into a stagnant water
layer with a depth of approximately 3 mm.

mam reservoir

Fig. 2: Laboratory set-up (b): verticaldropfalling into a slopingsurface (of Perspex)
covered with a flowing water layer with a depth of approximately 3 mm.
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same thickness. To prove this assumption in the laboratory is rather difficult.
With zero depth surface water it is possible to compare the two cases, but due to
the strong horizontal component of the
ejected droplets it is not easy to visualize the difference, if any. Trying to use
a surface layer creates a lot of technical
problems:
a) how to create a stagnant water layer
on a sloping surface,
b) how to deviate falling drops at near
terminal velocity without disturbing
too much the water layer and the
drop itself.
In order to have some insight into the
problem two cases were compared:
i) Oblique drops falling on a stagnant
water layer of approximately 3 mm
depth (set-up (a)). In photo 4 the
value of ® was 17 degrees.
ii) Vertical drops falling on a sloping
surface covered with a flowing water
layer of approximately 3 mm thickness (set-up (b)). In photo 3 the
value of a was 22 degrees and the
flow velocity was 1m/s (rather high
in comparison with overland flow
velocities in the field).
When comparing photo 3 and 4, the
observed distortions of the corona are
similar, though not equal. This is not
surprising because in case (a) we have
drop shape deformation and an added
horizontal component of the drop velocity due to wind, and in case (b) we have
a flowing water layer. Also, the angles ©
and a were different in the two cases.

SOIL TECHNOLOGY

3.3 The effect of wind: splash droplet
trajectories
Besides inclining drop trajectories, wind
also alters the trajectory of the ejected
droplets. Previous attempts to calculate
the ranges and trajectories of droplets
have neglected the effect of air resistance
(ZASLAVSKY & SINAI 1981, REEVE
1982).
GHADIRI & PAYNE (1978) showed
that the smallest splash droplets travel
the least distance from a drop impact and
that droplet range generally increases
with droplet size. GHADIRI & PAYNE
(1978), however, also measured ejection
velocities and found that the smallest
droplets were ejected with the greatest
velocities and that the ejection velocities
decreased with increasing droplet diameter. If air resistance is neglected the fast
small droplets would travel the greatest
distance. When compared to the experiments mentioned above, it is clear that
this is in error.
WRIGHT (1987), in his model, took
into consideration the drag force due to
the effect of the air. He also made a comment that the effect of the wind could
be taken into account simply by altering
the direction and magnitude of the drag
force.
In the present experiments wind had
an important role in deviating splash
droplet trajectories towards the direction
of the wind.
3.4 The effect of overland flow velocity
The velocity of a thin water layer moving over a sloping surface, as in overland flow, seems to have a remarkable
influence on the splash shape and symmetry. TUONG & PAINTER (1974)
considered the case of a drop falling vertically in a shallow (46mm deep), moving
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/f'
Photo 3: Splash shape of a vertical drop (3.5 mm diameter) falling into a sloping
('a=22° ) , flowing water layer (flow velocity of 1 m/s) with a depth of approximately
3 mm. Scale is in mm.

Photo 4: Splash shape of oblique drops (&=17°)falling into a stangant water laye
with a depth of approximately 3 mm. Scale is in mm.
(flow velocities tested: 0.18 and 0.35 m/s),
nearly horizontal, channelflow.They noticed that there is deformation, although
the upward splash and the cavity were
formed in the same way as when the
receiving water is stationary.
The velocity of the water affects splash
inthe following ways (seephoto 3and 5):

i) additional distortion of the corona,
ii) displacement of the entire corona in
time and along the direction of the
flow,
iii) added displacement of droplets in
the downhill direction due to i) and
ii).
noperating Journal of t'
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Photo 5: Splash shapes of a vertical drop (3.5 mm diameter) falling into a sloping
(<x=22°),flowingwater layer (flow velocity of 1 m/s) with a depth of approximately
3 mm: two different stages of the corona break away. Scale is in mm.

In photo 5 (splash corona break away
at two different stages) the combined effect of slope (distortion) and overland
flow velocity (additional distortion and
displacement) can be visualized.

4 Conclusion
This study emphasises the importance of
raindrop splash anisotropy as a factor
affecting splash erosion.
Most authors agree on the importance
of slope effect on splash asymmetry. The
experimental results, however, show that
a model for splash cannot completely
ignore wind and overland flow velocity
effects.
A more general study should be undertaken with improved photographic
equipment (for example using high speed
cine-photography), in order to analyse
and quantify slope, wind and overland
flowvelocity effects on splash anisotropy.
An understanding of this mechanism
should facilitate the development of

SOIL TECHNOLOGY

methods for assessment of splash erosion.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis several aspects related to the overland flow
process under rainfall are discussed:
Chapter 1 presents general concepts perceived to be background
information. Overland flow is defined and related to other disciplines
such as (agro)hydrology, water erosion, water quality, surface
irrigation and drainage,andwaste water treatment.
The objective of Chapter 2 is to give a short introduction of the
possibilities for the mathematical modelling of the overland flow
process. Special attention is given to the kinematic wave theory since
itwas the basis for the models developed inthisthesis.
The overland flowprocess is strongly affected by the shape of the
slopes. Therefore for a realistic simulation of overland flow it is
necessary to attempt simulation on surfaces that are not restricted to
a plane of fixed slope. Using the kinematic wave theory and Zarmi's
hypothesis, an analytical solution for overland flow over an infiltrating surfaces, with longitudinal section of parabolic shape (concave
or convex surfaces, that may be represented by a quadratic equation),
is presented in Section 2.4. The velocity of the water flow is assumed
to be independent of time. The analytical solutiondeveloped is easier
to utilize than numerical simulation and can be used to calibrate
numerical methods devised for more complicated cases. An illustration
is presented.
The laboratory experiment described in Chapter 3 was done to
evaluate the influence ofupstream boundary conditions onoverland flow
under rainfall. The experiment was done on an impermeable plane
surface with rainfall simulator. For overland flow under vertical
rainfall, on gentle slopes, the results show the importance of
considering upstream boundary conditions other than themost frequently
used h(0,t)=0 for t>0, where h(x,t) is the flow depth asafunction of
positionx and time t.
With oblique rainfall under wind blowing upslope there is also a
non-zero water depth at x=0, depending strongly on slope, rainfall
intensity and wind speed (Sections 7.1 and 7.2). In this case the
condition h(0,t)=0 for t>0 isno longer applicable.
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Surface tension, particularly for shallow flows shortly after the
start of the rainfall, requires more experimental attention. The
hysteresis effect observed is caused by these surface tension forces.
Additional research could focus on the effects of roughness and
surface wettability characteristics.
A method ofpredicting a spatial average for the amount ofdepression storage ontilled surfaces isproposed inChapter 4.The method is
based on the kinematic flow approximation to overland flow on a plane
proposed byRose et al. (1983). Inthe laboratory work only the aspects
of tillage, rainfall intensity and slope were investigated. The
following impermeable models, simulating various tillage techniques,
wereused: plastic corrugations, concrete ridges,concrete mounds and a
concrete plane surface as reference.
The method was verified by comparing predicted depression storage
with depression storage obtained from water-balance considerations
based on the experimental data. It is believed that the model can be
used for the estimation of a spatial average for depression storage on
tilled surfaces if infiltration is predicted. Field data are required
to evaluate the suitability of this formulation forpractical purposes.
The model KININF, described in Chapter 5, combines a simplified
physically based overland flow model, the kinematic-wave equations,
withan infiltration model derived from soil moisture flow theory. This
mathematical model canbeused todescribe overland flow in small plots
or microcatchments. It provides a simple way of visualizing overland
flow on different infiltrating surfaces. Further refinement of the
proposed model ispossible and desirable. Thismay include the coupling
of themodel witha sediment transport model.
Although the effect of the morphological factors on the overland
flow process may be strongly reduced by soil properties, soil roughness, vegetation cover and effective rainfall patterns, it is believed
that it cannot be neglected. Chapter 6 contains a discussion of the
effects ofmorphological characteristics of slopes onthe overland flow
process. The analysis of the different effects is presented through
casestudies.
Themajor morphological factors affecting overland floware: slope
gradient, slope length, shape of the slope and slope exposure to
prevailing rain-bringing winds. Slope gradient and length are presumed
to be factors that most strongly affect overland flow processes. The
shape of the slope influences the time to peak and the shape of the
rising limb of the overland flow hydrographs. The slope exposure is
also ofgreat importance incase of slopes exposed to strongwinds from
some prevalent direction.
Wind effects are seldom considered in overland flow and rainfall
erosion studies. In Sections 7.1 and 7.2, the effects of inclined
rainfall and the wind induced shear-stress on overland flow have been
investigated in an experimental study. These processes have been
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simulated in awind tunnel having variable slope.Wind blowing upslope
was found to delay the occurrence of overland flow and to increase the
depth of water over an impermeable plane. In some experiments, even
upstream discharge has been observed.
Wind intensity and direction influence boththe effective rainfall
pattern and the mechanics of the overland flow process on slopes.They
affect overland flow in the following ways: shape, size, angle of
incidence and velocity of impact of raindrops, splash shape, and
tangential shear stress at the water-air boundary. For high intensity
rainfalls the effect of the wind shear stress and splash shape were
small in comparison to the effect of the inclined impinging raindrops.
However,the effect ofwind shear stressmay be significant whena thin
water sheet covers the entire surface and for lowkinetic energy of the
rain (low intensity rainfalls or, as in these experiments, small drop
fall height).
The physically based mathematical model WROF (Wind, Rain and
Overland Flow) introduced and verified in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 is a
simplified model,but itmay prove to be accurate enough for practical
purposes inthe assessment of the factors affecting overland flow under
inclined rainfall.
More research is needed on the effects of wind-rain forces on
overland flow, and on the velocity and frequency of winds associated
with rains in areas susceptible to water erosion. Further improvement
could be the coupling of thismodel with a sediment transportmodel.
Inclined rainfall leads to errors in the assessment of effective
precipitation in areas with rugged relief. It affects many hydrologie
studies like hydrologie forecasts, water erosion, determination of
conditions for flash flood formation, determination of cropping conditions, etc.. InSection 7.3 anomograph ispresented for the rain-gauge
correction factor ( C „ a u ) . C „ a u is a factor by which rainfall measured
in a standard horizontal rain-gauge (P g a u) ^as t o be corrected to
obtain the rainfall flux actually received on the inclined surface
under study (P ac t= c K a u ^eau)• ^ n e correction factor is assumed tobe
a function of wind, type of rainfall, and inclination and orientation
of the sloping surface with respect to the oblique rain. The effect of
topography on local variations in rainfall may cause an error in the
utilization of thenomograph.
Section 7.4 emphasises the importance of raindrop splash anisotropy as a factor affecting splash erosion. Slope,wind and overland
flow velocity were found to be the factors contributing to the
anisotropy of the splash. With the help of time-lapse photography the
asymmetry of the corona shape of the raindrop splashwas recorded. Only
one equivalent dropdiameter (3.5mm)was studied.
Most authors agree on the importance of slope effect on splash
asymmetry. The experimental results, however, show that a model for
splash cannot completely ignore wind and overland flow velocity
effects. A more general study should be undertaken with improved
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photographie equipment (for exampleusing high speedcine-photography),
inorder toanalyse and quantify slope,wind and overland flow velocity
effects on splash anisotropy.
The author hopes that this thesis will be useful as a stepping
stone towards a more complete understanding of the overland flow
process as itoccurs inthe field.
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SUMARIOECONCLUSOES

Esta tese aborda vârios aspectos relacionados com o escoamento
superficial sobaacçâo da chuva.
0 Capitulo 1 prétende servir de introduçâo aos capitulos subséquentes apresentando conceitos e definiçôes e focando a importância do
escoamento superficial em relaçâo a areas como agro-hidrologia, erosâo
hidrica,qualidade da âgua,rega edrenagem de superficie,e tratamento
de âguas residuais.
0 Capitulo 2aborda a modelaçâo matemâtica do escoamento superficial. Atençâo especial é dada ao método da onda cinemâtica, método
usado nos modelos apresentados nesta tese. 0 escoamento superficial é
fortemente influenciado pela forma das superficies, pelo que a sua
modelaçâo matemâtica nâo se deve restringir a superficies planas. No
Subcapitulo 2.4 apresenta-se uma soluçâo analitica para o escoamento
superficial em superficies infiltrantes de forma longitudinal parabólica (superficies côncavas ou convexas eu
ja forma é dada por uma
equaçao quadrâtica), obtida usando o método da onda cinemâtica e a
hipótese de Zarmi; a velocidade do escoamento é suposta independente
do tempo. Esta soluçao, de mais simples utilizaçâo que outras soluçôes
numéricas, poderâ servir para calibrar métodos numéricos formulados
para resolver casos mais complexos. Um exemplo de aplicaçâo é também
apresentado.
No trabalho laboratorial descrito no Capitulo 3, executado com o
objectivo de estudar a influência das condiçoes de fronteira de
montante no escoamento superficial sob a acçâo da chuva, utilizou-se
uma superficie de escoamento plana e impermeâvel e um simulador de
chuva. Para o escoamento superficial sob a acçâo da chuva em superficies pouco inclinadas, os resultados obtidos provaram a importância
de considerar outras condiçoes de fronteira de montante para além da
condiçâo geralmente utilizada: h(0,t)=0 para t>0, onde h(x,t) é a
alturade escoamento em funçâoda posiçâo x edo tempo t.Verificou-se,
também, que esta condiçâo nâo é valida para o caso de escoamento
superficial sob a acçâo de chuva inclinada devido à acçâo do vento
soprando de jusante, tendo sidoobservada a existênciadeuma altura de
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lamina liquida no ponto x=0. Este fenómeno dépende fortemente da
inclinaçâo da superficie, intensidade da chuva e velocidade do vento
(Subcapitulos 7.1 e 7.2). A importância de tensöes superficiais no
inicio do escoamento superficial, especialmente para pequenas alturas
de lamina liquida, requer mais investigaçâo experimental como, por
exemplo, o estudo do efeito da rugosidade e caracteristicas da
superficie.
0 Capitulo 4 apresenta um método de câlculo para estimar o valor
medio da retençâo superficial em superficies lavradas. 0 método é
baseado no modelo cinemâtico para o escoamento superficial numa superficie plana proposto porRose etal. (1983).
No trabalho laboratorial estudaram-se somente os aspectos
relacionados com as caracteristicas da retençâo superficial em
superficies lavradas, a inclinaçâo da superficie e a intensidade da
precipitaçâo. Os modelos impermeâveis utilizados, simulando diferentes
armaçôes do terreno, foram: plâstico ondulado, monticulos cónicos e
camalhôes de betao, e também uma superficie plana de betao como
referenda.
0 método foi verificado comparando os valores simulados para a
retençâo superficial com os valores obtidos através de balanços
hidricos. Pensa-se que o método poderâ ser utilizado para calcular a
retençâo superficial em superficies lavradas se a infiltraçâo for
estimada. No entanto, dados de experiências de campo sâo necessârios
para verificar estahipótese.
0 modelo KININF é descrito no Capitulo 5. Este modelo combina um
modelo simplificadode escoamento superficial (omodelo cinemâtico)com
um modelo de infiltraçâo baseado nas equaçôes do movimento vertical da
âguano solo inicialmente nâo saturado. Este modelomatemâtico pode ser
utilizado para descrever o escoamento superficial em talhöes e bacias
hidrogrâficas de pequenas dimensoes. 0 modelo permite uma anâlise do
escoamento superficial em diferentes superficies permeâveis. 0 modelo
KININF poderâ ser combinado comummodelo de transporte de sedimentos.
Os factores morfológicos a considerar no estudo do escoamento
superficial sâo: inclinaçâo, comprimento, forma e exposiçâo da superficie aventos prédominantes trazendo precipitaçâo. No Capitulo 6estes
factores sâoanalisados através de exemplos de aplicaçâo.
Apesar do seu impacto no escoamento superficial estar fortemente
condicionado pelas propriedades do solo, rugosidade hidrâulica da
superficie, cobertura vegetal e precipitaçâo efectiva, esses factores
morfológicos nâo deverâo ser ignorados. A inclinaçâo e o comprimento
das superficies sâo os factores que mais fortemente condicionam as
caracteristicas do escoamento superficial. A forma das encostas é
importante nadeterminaçâoda forma do ramo ascendente dohidrógrafo de
escoamento superficial e do tempo necessârio para atingir o pico. A
exposiçâo das encostas é também de grande importância no caso de
encostas expostas aventos prédominantesfortes.
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O efeito do vento nâo é normalmente considerado em estudos de
escoamento superficial e de erosâo hidrica. Nos Subcapitulos 7.1 e 7.2
os efeitos da chuva inclinada e da tensao tangencial provocada pelo
vento no escoamento superficial sao analisados experimentalmente
tendo-se usado urn tûnel aerodinâmico de inclinaçâo variâvel. Vento
soprando de jusante atrasa o inicio do escoamento superficial eaumenta
a espessura da lamina liquida na superficie impermeâvel em estudo.
Escoamento para montante, na parte superior da superficie inclinada,
foi também observado.
A intensidade e duraçao do vento afectam a precipitaçâo efectiva
ao nivel do solo e a mecânica do escoamento superficial. 0 escoamento
superficial éafectado da seguinte maneira: forma,dimensâo, inclinaçâo
e velocidade de impacto das gotas de chuva, forma do rebentamento das
gotas etensao tangencial na superficie do escoamento superficial. Para
precipitaçôes de grande intensidade, os efeitos da tensao tangencial e
da forma do rebentamento das gotas säopequenos em relaçâoao efeito do
impacto das gotas inclinadas na superficie do escoamento superficial.
Contudo,no caso de chuva com baixa energia cinética (chuvasde pequena
intensidade ou, no caso de chuva simulada, pouca altura de queda das
gotas), e quando a lamina de escoamento superficial cobre toda a
superficie,oefeito da tensäo tangencial nSodeverâ serdesprezado.
0 modelo matemâtico WROF estudado nos Subcapitulos 7.1 and 7.2 é
ummodelo simplificado para a simulaçâodo escoamento superficial soba
acçâo combinada do vento e da chuva. No entanto acredita-se que este
modelo seja suficientemente preciso para utilizaçâo na prâtica,
aplicado aproblemas de escoamento superficial provocado por precipitaçâo inclinada devido à acçâo do vento. Considera-se necessârio
investigar em mais detalhe o efeito combinado da chuva e do vento no
escoamento superficial.0 efeito da intensidade efrequênciados ventos
associados a chuvas em zonas mais afectadas pela erosâo hidrica também
merece ser estudado em mais profundidade. Acredita-se com interesse a
combinaçâo domodeloWROF comummodelo de transporte desedimentos.
Chuva inclinada pela acçâo do vento leva a erros na determinaçao
da precipitaçâo efectiva em superficies inclinadas. Isto tem repercussies emvârios estudos como, por exemplo,balanços hidrológicos, erosâo
hidrica, anâlise de caudais de cheia, etc. No Subcapitulo 7.3 apresenta-se um âbaco para o factor de correcçâo de udómetros ( C „ a u ) . C _ a u
é um factor multiplicativo da quantidade de precipitaçâo registada num
udómetro horizontal ( P g a u ) de modo a obter a intensidade real da
precipitaçâo numa superficie inclinada (P ac t= C „ a u ^eau)• *•*factor de
correcçâo é funçâo da intensidade do vento, tipo de precipitaçâo, e
inclinaçâo e orientaçâo da superficie relativamente à chuva inclinada.
Contudo, efeitos topogrâficos podem levar a variaçôes locais da
precipitaçâo que poderâo causar errosnautilizaçâo doâbaco.
0 Subcapitulo 7.4 analisa a importância da anisotropia do rebentamento de gotas de chuva em relaçâo à erosâo hidrica por impacto. A
inclinaçâo da superficie,ovento eavelocidade do escoamento superficial sâo os factores que contribuem para essa anisotropia. A im-
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portância destesfactores na forma da coroa foi estudada com aajudade
meios fotograficos. Só forara estudadas gotas de chuva com diametro
equivalente de 3.5 mm. A grande maioria dos autores concorda com a
importância do papel desempenhado pela inclinaçâo da superficie na
assimetria do rebentamento de gotas de chuva. Os resultados expérimentaismostram, no entanto,queummodelo para orebentamento de gotasde
chuva nâo poderâ ignorar os efeitos do vento e da velocidade do
escoamento superficial. De modo a analisar e quantificar os efeitos
acima referidos deverâ efectuar-se um estudo experimental mais
elaborado (usando,por exemplo, fotografia de alta velocidade).
0 autor espéra que esta tese contribua para urnesclarecimento e
melhoramento do conhecimento actual do escoamento superficial sob a
acçaoda chuva.
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SAMENVATTING EN CONCLUSIES

Dit proefschrift behandelt verschillende aspecten van de stroming
vanwater over eenlandoppervlak, veroorzaakt door neerslag:
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft achtergrond-informatie. De afstroming van water
over de oppervlakte wordt gedefinieerd en geplaatst in het kader van
andere disciplines zoals (agro)hydrologie, erosie door water, waterkwaliteit, oppervlakte-bevloeiing enwaterzuivering.
De doel van Hoofdstuk 2 ishet geven van een korte inleiding over
de mogelijkheden tot wiskundige modellering van het verschijnsel.
Daarbij wordt in het bijzonder aandacht besteed aan de theorie van de
kinematische afvoergolf, omdat deze de grondslag vormt van de in deze
studie gebruikte modellen.
Het proces van stroming over eenhellend landoppervlak wordt sterk
beïnvloed door de vorm van de helling. Voor een juiste benadering van
het verschijnsel is het daarom nodig de aandacht niet te beperken tot
oppervlakken met een gelijkmatige helling. Gebruik makend van de
theorie van de kinematische afvoergolf en de hypothese van Zarmi
betreffende de aard van de stroming kon een analytische oplossing
worden verkregen voor stroming over een oppervlak waarvan de vertikale
doorsnede eenparabolische vormheeft (covex of concaaf).
De laboratoriumproef beschreven in Hoofdstuk 3was gericht op het
onderzoek naar de invloed van de bovenstroomse randvoorwaarde op de
stroming. De experimenten werden uitgevoerd met een regensimulator
boven eenondoorlatend hellend oppervlak.
Bij geringe hellingen tonen de uitkomsten van deze proeven aan,
dat het nodig is ook andere randvoorwaarden te beschouwen dan de
gebruikelijke voorwaarde h(0,t)-0 voor t>0, waarin h(x,t) de waterdiepte is op tijd t en afstand x van de top van de helling. Bijnietloodrecht vallende neerslag (onder invloed van wind) blijkt er aan de
top van de helling een van nul afwijkende waterdiepte op te kunnen
treden, afhankelijk vanhelling,windrichting,windsterkte enneerslagintensiteit (Sectie 7.1 en 7.2). Ook voor deze gevallen is de voorwaarde h(0,t)=0 voor t>0niet toepasbaar.
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Het aandeel van de oppervlaktespanning, in het bijzonder voor de
zeer kleine waterdiepten kort na het begin van de neerslag, verdient
nog nadere aandacht. Het in de proeven waargenomen hysteresis-effect
wordt door deze oppervlaktespanning veroorzaakt. Aanvullend onderzoek
zou gericht moeten zijn op de invloeden van ruwheid en bevochtigbaarheid van het oppervlak op deze verschijnselen. Dit onderzoek valt
echterbuitenhetkadervandeze studie.
Een methode om een ruimtelijk gemiddelde te vinden voor de berging van water in ingesloten laagten op bewerkte landbouwgronden wordt
voorgesteld in Hoofdstuk 4. Deze werkwijze berust op de kinematische
afvoergolf over een hellend oppervlak zoals voorgesteld door Rose et
al. (1983). In het laboratorium werden alleen de invloeden van bewerking, regenintensiteit en helling bestudeerd. De volgende oppervlakken
-alle ondoorlatend - werden onderzocht: plastic ribbels, betonnen
ruggen enheuvels.Eenvlak beton-oppervlakdiende tervergelijking.
De methode van de kinematische afvoergolf werd geverifieerd door
de voorspelde berging te vergelijken met de berging zoals afgeleid uit
de gemetenwaterbalans tijdens de proeven. Wijnemen aan dat het model
kan worden gebruikt voor een schatting van de berging in afvoerloze
depressies, tenminste alsde infiltratie inde bodem kanworden geschat
of gemeten. Voor het toetsen van deze methode onder praktijk-omstandigheden zullennadere veldproeven nodig zijn.
Het model KININF, beschreven in Hoofdstuk 5, verenigt een
vereenvoudigd stromingsmodel - de kinematische afvoergolf met een infiltratiemodel onleend aan de theorie van de stroming van bodemvocht.
Ditmodel kanworden gebruikt voor het beschrijven vande stroming over
het oppervlak van kleine veldjes of "microcatchments". Het geeft
inzicht inhet optreden van deze stroming op verschillende doorlatende
oppervlakken. Een verdere verfijning lijkt mogelijk en ook wenselijk,
evenals eenkoppeling met eenmodel voor het transport van sediment.
Hoewel de invloed vandemorfologie vanhet terreinopde stroming
sterk kan worden gewijzigd door de eigenschappen van de bodem - zoals
doorlatendheid, ruwheid en bedekking met vegetatie - en door variatie
in effectieve neerslag, kan zij toch niet worden verwaarloosd.
Hoofdstuk 6 geeft daarom beschouwingen over de invloed van de vorm van
de hellingen op het stromingsproces. De uitwerking daarvan is gegeven
indevormvan eenaantal voorbeelden.
De belangrijkste morfologische factoren zijn: de gradiënt, de
lengte en de vorm van de helling en de expositie ten opzichte van de
heersende regen-brengende wind. Gradiënt en helling worden algemeen
beschouwd als belangrijkste faktoren.De vorm van de helling blijkt
invloed te hebben op de snelheid, waarmede de afvoer reageert op de
neerslag ("time to peak") en op de vorm van de rijzende tak van het
afvoer-hydrogram. De expositie van de helling is van belang als er
tijdensneerslag sprake isvan een sterk overheersende windrichting.
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Deze wind-invloed is zelden opgenomen in beschouwingen over
afstroming en erosie. In de Secties 7.1 en 7.2 zijn de gevolgen van
nietloodrecht vallende neerslag en van door de wind ophet stromende
water uitgeoefende schuifspanningennader onderzocht. Dezeverschijnselen zijn nagegaan in een windtunnel waarvan de helling kon worden
veranderd. Helling-opwaarts gerichte winden over een ondoorlatend
oppervlak bleken het begin van de afstroming te vertragen en de
waterdiepte te vergroten. In sommige proeven werd zelfs opwaarts
gerichte stroming waargenomen.
Windsterkte en windrichting bepalen beide de effectieve neerslag
ende stroming overhetoppervlak. De stroming wordt daarbij beïnvloed
door vorm, grootte, invalshoek en valsnelheid van de regendruppels,
door dewijze vanspatten endoor de schuifspanning uitgeoefend ophet
grensvlak tussen lucht enwater.Bijsterke regenvalwasdeinvloedvan
de schuifspanning gering ten opzichte van het effect van de schuin
invallende regendruppels. Anderzijds kande invloed vande schuifspanning belangrijk zijn als het oppervlak geheel wordt bedekt door een
dunne waterlaag ende regen eengeringe kinetische energie bezit (door
een lage intensiteit of,zoals indebeschreven experimenten, dooreen
geringe valhoogte).
Het fysisch-mathematisch model WROF ("Wind, Rain and Overland
Flow"), beschreven en getoetst in Secties 7.1 en 7.2 is eenvereenvoudigd model,maar iswaarschijnlijknauwkeurig genoeg voor praktische
toepassing.
Meer onderzoek is gewenst naar de uitwerking van krachten,
uitgeoefend doorwind enregenopoppervlakkig afstromend water enover
het voorkomen van windsnelheden en windrichtingen tijdens regen in
gebieden die gevoelig zijn voor erosie door stromend water. Ook hier
zou koppeling met een model voor het transport van sedimenten meer
inzichtkunnenverschaffen.
Schuin invallende regen leidt tot fouten in de bepaling vande
effectieve neerslag in sterk geaccidenteerde gebieden. Ditkanleiden
tot onnauwkeurigheden in studies over watererosie, over het voorkomen
van piekafvoeren, over de mogelijkheden tot verbouw van bepaalde
gewassen e.d. Sectie 7.3 beschrijft een nomogram waarmede eencorrectiefaktor voor de gemeten regenval (C„ au ) kan worden bepaald. De
effectieve neerslag P a c t ophethellende oppervlak kanworden gevonden
door de gemeten neerslag ( P E a u ) nietdeze faktor te vermeningvuldigen
( p act =c gau Pgau)• D e correctiefaktor is een functie van windsnelheid
en richting, vanhet type regenval envandehelling ende oriëntatie
vanhetoppervlak.Delokale topografiekanechter eenstorende invloed
uitoefenen,dieniet inhetnomogram totuitingkomt.
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Sectie 7.4 legt denadruk opde anisotropie vanhet uiteenspatten
van op een hellend oppervlak vallende neerslag tijdens sterke wind.
Helling, windsnelheid enrichting en stroomsnelheid van het water
blijkentotdeze anisotropie bijtedragen.Metbehulpvanstroboskopie
("time-lapse photography") kon de anisotropie vande spatkraag worden
vastgelegd. Daarbij werd slechts één druppelgrootte (equivalente
diameter 3,5 mm)gebruikt. De proeven tonen aandat ineenmodel voor
het spattenvanregen nietkanworden voorbijgaan aande invloedenvan
de wind ende afstroming opditverschijnsel. Eenverder onderzoekmet
betere methoden (snelle cinematografie) lijkt noodzakelijk voor het
kwantificerenvandeze invloeden.
De schrijver hoopt dat dit werkstuk zal bijdragen tot een beter
begrip van de afstroming over een landoppervlak onder veld omstandigheden.
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NOTATION

In this thesis specific list of symbols are presented per Chapter
or symbols are defined in the body of the text. Although most symbols
were used inahomogeneousway,attention shouldbepaid tothefollowing
symbolsandtheirmeanings:
""gau
However this term was considered somehow misleading and C _ a u was
renamed inSection 7.3torain-gauge correction factor.
P e f is the effective rainfall in Section 7.1 and P a c t is the actual
rainfall flux inSection 7.3. Both P e f and P a c thave the same
meaning.
P a c t is the effective rainfall in Section 7.3 and P e £ is the actual
rainfall flux in Section 7.1. Both P e f and P a c t have the same
meaning.
o is a hydraulic coefficient (of the kinematic wave approximation) in
Section 2.4and Chapters 4and5,andtheangle ofthesurface with
thehorizontal inChapter 7 (Sections 7.1to7.4). ß isused instead
ofaasahydraulic coefficient inSection7.1.
ß is a hydraulic coefficient (of the kinematic wave approximation) in
Section 7.1. a wasused instead of ß inSection 2.4and Chapters 4
and 5.
9 isthevolumetric soil water content inChapter 5andtheangle ofthe
rainvector withthevertical inChapters 6and7.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF SOMEEQUATIONS PRESENTED INSECTION 7.1

The derivation of some equations presented in Section 7.1 are made
inthisAppendix for purpose of clarity. The reader isreferred to that
section,for the meaning of symbolsand theirunits.
Rainfall isassumed tobe represented byavector r (contained in
plane 1,Fig. 1of Section 7.1) making anangle Swith the vertical and
having an azimuth «. The projection of rainfall vector r in plane 2is
expressed by:

r_i2= r sin0 cos(u-Q)i+ r cos0 j

(Al)

where i and j are the unit vectors along the horizontal and vertical
axis (positive downwards), respectively, inplane 2.
The length of the projection of r_^2o n t n e perpendicular to the
surface (a plane), giving the actual rainfall flux at the surface,Pef
(eq. 4of Section 7.1),is:

P e f = rcos0 cost»+ rsin# sine*cos(w-O)

(A2)

replacing cos(co-fl)by (cos« cosQ + sin« sinU) and substituting eq. 3
of Section 7.1 (Pg au = r c o s ^ ) i-netî- A 2 we obtain:

P e f =•P g a u [cosa+ tan0 sina (cosucosQ+ sin«sinQ)]

(A3=4)

The angle thatr p ^2makeswith the vertical willbe:

9' =arctan [tan« cos(w-O)]

(A4=9)
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RewritingF^andF2usingtheunitvectorsweobtain:
Fx -FXj

(A5)

F 2-F 2sinfl'i+F 2cosfl'j

(A6)

ThesumofthevectorsFjandF 2is:
F=F 2sin«'i+ (F]_+F 2cos«')j

(A7)

Thus,thelengthofvectorFis:
F=(F x 2+F 2 2+2F]_F 2cos«') 1 / 2

(A8-10)

TheanglethatFmakeswiththeverticalis:
<t>=arcsin(F2sin0'/F)

(A9=8)

F'and <j>' (equations 18and 19inSection 7.2,respectively)can
beeasillyderivedinthesameway.
Theimpulse-momentumprincipleisusedtoderiveeq.13:
F 2At=(nM)V*

(A10)

wherenisthenumberofraindropsimpingingatthetimeintervalAton
asectionAxoftheplanesurface,and Misthemassofaraindrop.
Theintensityoftheimpingingraindropsisdefinedby:
P ef-(nM)/(pAtAx)

(All)

Substituting (All)in (A10)and considering aasthefractionof
F2 transmittedtotheflowingwatersheet,weobtaineq.12(ofSection
7.1):
F 2=Ax pP e fV*a

(A12=12)
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APPENDIX B
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THEMODELWROF

B.lBasic assumptions

The set of assumptions needed to obtain model WROF is summarized
below. Because the derivation of the equations of the model beganwith
the kinematic wave equations,basic assumptions were automatically and
tacitly included: for example, the fluid is continuous, incompressible
and Newtonian, and hydrostatic pressure distribution in each section
is assumed. Also discharge can be expressed as a unique function of
thedepth offlow.More specific assumptions are asfollows:
(1)Surface isaplane forming anangle a with thehorizontal.
(2) The width of the slope is infinite and the transverse water
surface profile atany x ishorizontal.
(3) Unidirectional overland flow process, along the steepest slope of
the plane of best fit. The direction of the flow may be or up or down
the slope, along the entire length of the slope. This is not true in
the case of strong lateral wind (relativelly to the steepest slope of
the plane).
(4) "Instantaneous"
complete coverage of the ground surface not
covered by mounds, by thewater sheet.
(5) The friction factor is considered independent of water depth,
water velocity, time and space. The Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient (f) was used to compute the friction slope. Flow can also be
considered to begin as laminar flow with a transition to turbulent
flow if a transitional Reynolds number (Re) is reached. However, the
general shape of the f-Re relationship on an irregular surface ismuch
more complex than on a plane surface (Roels, 1984; Abrahams et al.,
1986; and Rauws, 1988). Itshould also be apparent that raindrop impact
will affect the flow characteristics (see Fig. Bl).
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(6) Considering a constant, time independent, non wave-forming wind
velocity profile. This was the case of the laboratory experiment
described in Sections 7.1 and 7.2. In reality wind is strongly
variable, both in intensity and direction.
(7) Neglection of adhesive and cohesive forces responsable for binding
ofwater in thewater-air-surface boundary. This is specially important
in the first phase of the overland flow process and for very mild
slopes (see Chapter 3of this thesis).
(8) The inclination of drop trajectories is constant in time (within
time intervals), in space, and over the drop spectrum, i.e. rainfall
may be represented by avector.

0.1

0.01

Fig. Bl Typical flow resistance diagram for overland flow on plane
surfaces.Modified fromRadojkovié&Maksimovic (1987)

B.2 Model inputs and outputs

The model WROF consists of a main program (Fortran 77) and two
subroutines. The main program reads the data, and performs a major
part of the algorithm. The subroutines solve the Lax-Wendroff scheme
and print part of theresults.
The input data required to run the program WROF.FORare:
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surfacedata:
S
L
W
A
f
m
Q

=steepestslopeoftheplaneofbestfit (-)
=lengthofthefield(m)
=widthofthefield(m)
=areacoveredbymounds (%)
=Darcy-Weisbachfrictionfactor (-)
=parameterforthetypeofflow (-)
=azimuthoftheslope(rad)

rainfalldata:
u
$

=azimuthoftherainfall(rad)
=angleofincidenceoftherainfall (rad).Onlynecessarywhen
FLAG3is0
terminalverticalvelocityofraindrops(m/s)
v*
FLAG1
typeofrainfalldata,tobespecifiedwithacode:0if
rainfalldataisPeff(t);1ifrainfalldataisPg au (t);and
2ifrainfalldataisr(t)
rainfalldatafromtime0totimet(l)(m/s)
Pd)
endoftimeintervalofp(l)(s)
t(l)
rainfalldatafromtimet(l)totimet(2)(m/s)
P(2)
endoftimeintervalofp(2)(s)
t(2)
p(j) =rainfalldatafromtimet(j-l)totimet(j)(m/s)
t(j) =endoftimeintervalofp(j)(s)
splashdata:
FLAG2=codeforsplasheffect:0ifnosplashistobeconsidered;
and1ifsplasheffectistobeconsidered
ß*
=averageangleofelevationofinitialvelocityofdroplets
afterdropimpact(rad)
E
=ratiobetweenthesplashingmassandtheoriginalmassofa
raindrop,overndrops (-)
8
=averagemaximumheightoftheflighttrajectoryofthe
droplets(m)
winddata:
FLAG3=codeforwindshearstresseffect:0ifnowindshearstress
istobeconsidered;and1ifwindshearstressistobe
considered (-)
z0
-hydrodynamicroughnesslengthoftheoverlandflowsheet(m)
V-^o =averagewindspeedat10mheight(m/s)
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otherdata:
i

= average (inspace and time)infiltration rate (m/s). The
program may be adapted for time dependent infiltrationrate.
TM
= total simulation time (s)
At
= time increment (s)
Ax
= space increment inthe xdirection (m)
File names
Time and space increments (At and Ax) and data file names are
asked via the monitor. The remainder of the input data required to run
the program are read from adatafile.
The program creates two output data files:the first one contains
water depth and flow velocity in time (at chosen intervals) and in
space (at grid points), and the second one contains the hydrographs of
overland flowat the origin (whenexisting, caused byupslope wind)and
at thelower end of the plane.
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APPENDIX C
THE EROSION EXPERIMENTAL STATION OF "VALE FORMOSO"

C l INTRODUCTION

The erosion experimental station of "Vale Formoso" (Alentejo,
Portugal)referred to inChapter 6and Section 7.1 isdescribedhere.
The erosion research programme related to the experimental
station of Vale Formoso was established in 1960 by the "DirecçâoGeral
de Hidrâulica e Engenharia Agricola (DGHEA)" of Portugal. One of the
aims is (1) to verify the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) under
local conditions, (2) to obtain appropriate values for the factors,
and (3)to use the results to design effective conservation techniques
inAlentejo.

C.2 LOCATIONAND GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The experimental station is situated in the southern part of the
Alentejo Region of Portugal, approximately 37° 45' 30'' N and 1°34'
40'' E (Fig. CI), with mean annual rainfall and mean annual potential
evaporation of around 500 mm and 1600 mm, respectively. The surrounding area has been strongly influenced by the proximity of the Guadiana
river, and is very dissected, with rather steep slopes and shallow,
stony, red soils derived from schists,mainly quartzitic schists (Vx in
the Portuguese soil classification system -Cardoso, 1965). According
to the FAO-Soil map, the area belongs to the I-L 2/3 be mapping unit
corresponding to Lithosols-Luvisols (Lima& Lima, 1988).
The natural vegetation in that region was sparse oak forest and
scrub which was largely cleared for cereal production in the nineteentwenties and thirties. IntheAlentejo Regionapproximately 400000ha
are planted with winter cereals each year. The traditional, and still
by far the mostwidely-spread, crop rotation iswheat-fallow.
Local practice is to plough deeply in spring, maintain a bare
fallow throughout the summer, when no rain falls, and plant in autumn
when the wet period begins. This land is therefore unprotected during
much of the period October-February when nearly 70% of the average
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rainfall is received.
This method of soil preparation greatly
increases the storage capacity of the cultivated horizon, that overlies
a very compact subsoil, with poor permeability (hard rock or ploughpan). When the first winter rains fall no overland flow is generated,
and therefore no soil loss occurs until the available storage capacity
of the cultivated horizon is filled up. If the initial rainstorms are
very heavy and fall on sloping lands,thewhole upper layer of soil may
bewashed off (Ferreira, 1984).

Fig. CI Location of the experimental station inPortugal (arrow and
dot), with areas most liable to water erosion (adapted from Cunha et
al., 1980)

C.3 EQUIPMENT

There are 15 standard runoff plots of 20
.33 m^
sixtieth of a hectare, and a half plot of 20x 4m . The longitudinal
slopes vary between 9.9% and 19.9%. The plots are arranged so that
their orientation or exposure varies between roughly East and South
SouthWest.
Twenty-two crop covers are studied in the different plots of the
experimental station, including bare fallow, cereals, stubbles, and
pasture crops (Ferreira et al, 1984).
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At the lower end of each plot a concrete gutter diverts runoff
into a series of three galvanised collecting tanks (1.3x0.7x0.6,
0.8x0.8x0.8 and 0.8x0.8x0.8 m 3 ) .
The first two of these tanks are
fitted with dividers to allow only an eleventh part of their overflow
to pass into the next tank in line. The tanks are equipped with
filters, and the first tank has an arrangement to allow the liquid to
run off'after sampling, so that deposited solid matter can be sampled
separately. Photo CI gives a view of the runoff plots with the tanks.

• J M M M M * * *»>«•
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.;*Î- U
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,-4

'^»JWfc/

•hth % i
Photo CI View of the runoff plots and tanks.

Most of the following data and information are available from
1961/62:
- recording raingauge charts,
- daily rainfall from horizontal and inclined raingauges,
- evaporation from an evaporation pan, a covered evaporation pan,
and a Piche evaporimeter,
- wind speed and wind direction,
- amount of runoff and amount of soil loss for each storm or
group of storms,
- crop cover,
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- notes, varying in detail, on crop and soil conditions, weed
infestation, etc.,made each time the tankswere emptied,
- type and time of cultivation.
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